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Greetings from Mangalore.

Dear Colleagues,

One of the first powerful impressions I gained immediately after assuming office as President of IAP is the almost instant shift in perspective. I'm sure everyone who has occupied my chair earlier has also undergone a similar experience. No matter how long you've been exposed to the organization, no matter how high the positions you’ve held earlier, all the assumptions we’ve had about being in the top slot vanish into thin air on the very first day. The office somehow forfeits your old mind set and injects a new set of perspectives and priorities. What I see today is a bird’s eye view of the IAP universe and I see how each individual unit of this great organization is different and unique.

What binds us all together is IAP’s unifying credo. Striving together for furthering common goals gives a sense of higher purpose and a greater mission. One such important goal we need to keep a tight focus on is infant mortality. Despite the best efforts of all, these goals have proved to be evasive and India was unable to meet the targets set under MDG. Now a new global agenda is in place which seeks to achieve, by 2030, new targets set out under Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The proposed SDG target for child mortality aims to end, by 2030, preventable deaths of newborns and children under 5 years of age, with all countries aiming to reduce neonatal mortality to at least as low as 12 deaths per 1,000 live births and under-5 mortality to at least as low as 25 deaths per 1,000 live births. This is where IAP can make a difference. I urge all IAP units to work with the government to achieve these goals well ahead of the deadline.

As I complete my half term, my observation is that growth of IAP is rather haphazard with regard to different units. Some are fast paced, some are slow. Yet others begin the year with a bang and then steadily lose steam. This is something avoidable. My own experience in life is that, when it comes to long term goals, it is always better to act like a long distance runner, than to jumpstart on the job. The best runners as we all know maintain a slow and steady pace instead of burning energy rapidly and becoming a spent force half way through.

This applies especially to IAP Action Plan, which is moving ahead at an uneven pace and remains an unfulfilled agenda. This needs greater impetus. It is likely that many local units have not yet fulfilled the criteria so I urge all the IAP branches to have their PAN card and registrations in place so that our dream of action plan roll out for every city, state and district branch get fulfilled.

Meanwhile I’m happy to inform you that IAP has made an unprecedented achievement by entering into a long term understanding with the Royal College of Physicians, UK by which young pediatricians from our country in different specialties can pursue higher training in the UK. This achievement has been made possible thank to the tireless efforts of IAP’s International Liaisons Committee. I congratulate all concerned and hope that many of our young doctors will benefit from the opportunity.

I am also happy we are in the process of liaising with Indian origin pediatricians from various countries to open overseas IAP branches.

With best wishes to you all....

Dr. Santosh T. Soans
President IAP
My Dear Fellow IAPians,

It is a great pleasure for me to write this message and once again be in touch with 28000 plus IAP members through Academy Today. By the time you receive this we will be almost completing the 3/4th of 2018 and it gives me great sense of satisfaction that current leadership of IAP has been able to reinfuse the academics with successful launch of almost 8 new modules under IAP Action Plan 2018-19.

August – October are months for monsoon maladies (various infectious diseases) in our clinics and hospitals and we all are busy with attending our patients and minimizing their sufferings. These months are also months for electing our representatives and as you all are aware the IAP elections are on and I appeal all of you to utilize this unique democratic opportunity to elect the best of bests as team IAP 2019. My compliments to all the contestants for their decision to come forward to serve the organization and my best wishes to them.

In the recent past many parts of our country had natural calamity and specially states of Kerala, Odissa and Utarakhand had most devastatating floods. Friends, its time to come forward and help the people. Central IAP have planed to open a IAP Natural calamity fund and its my humble appeal to all IAPians to be part of this social activity of IAP.

In view of high morbidity and mortality associated with measles and rubella, the WHO in partnership with GOI has initiated MR vaccination campaign in our country. The campaign is implemented in phase manner in different states. IAP has declared support to this public health activity and it is my earnest request to all of you to take active part in it and play positive role to make it successful.

Friends, this year I had opportunity to be part of several international events and found many good practices and I wish that at the upcoming PEDICON 2019 at Mumbai we implement some of such practices. I have discussed these in the IAP EB as well as with PEDICON organizers and be ready to have PEDICON with difference.

Friends, my vision can only be through your eyes. Please send me your suggestions/ideas and proposals by sending email on my designated official email address : president.elect@iapindia.org, it will help me in drafting plans and policies for year 2019.

With warm regards to one and all

In the service of Academy.

Dr. Digant D Shastri

IAP President Elect 2018
Greetings & Happy Doctors Day from Vice President East Zone.

The vibrant 2018 CIAP EB had crossed the active six months & is now at full swing of academic feast all over IAP 362+ branches of all over the country. The initial 1st quarter was needed for administrative purpose & after that all ToTs & workshops are going on. East Zone is comprising of many many Big, Medium & Small states of almost 13 + in nos with huge area where lies communication & Transport difficulties. Majority State, District & City Branches received ToTs & Workshops. East Zone ToT of NDD was conducted successfully at Kolkata by WBAP on 10/06/18. All About Fever at Hoogly & Begusarai had already been completed. Others workshops of EPID, Vaccinology, All About Fever, Stride ie Temperature, Cough & Cold & Pedicolegal will be conducted this month at various branches Eastern Zone at Manipur, Meghalay (Shillong), Nagaland, Tripura, Assam (Silchar, Jhorhat, Dibrugarh, Tejpur, Guwahati), Ranchi, Bihar (Patna, Dharbanga), Odisha, West Bengal (Siliguri, Hoogly, Durgapur, Burdwan, Asansol, Midnapore (East & West).

At next phase other States & branches will receive our Presidential Action Plan (2018-19). Don’t worry all the branches will be flooded by academic feasts.

My humble request to all branches those who had not done official procedure, please complete the Society Registration & PAN card. All registered branches will receive the action plan. Be active.

Long live IAP.

Sincerely yours,

Dr Arup Roy
Vice President (EZ) CIAP 2018,
Vice Chairman (EZ) FBS 2011-20
Past President, WBAP 2015,
Coordinator, EZAP, from 2015,
Past Secretary, EZAP (2012-13).
CIAP EB Member-2009, 10, 11.
Email- vp.east@iapindia.org
arupped@gmail.com
Mob- +91-9434074434
       +91-7001078272
       +91-8900257723
Dear Friends of IAP,

Nothing is more satisfying than to see your dreams come alive & the targets set, being met. Then there is this ultimate satisfaction of being part of a hardworking team dedicated to work for the betterment of IAP fraternity. With the burst of Academic activities in last six to eight weeks the promise of ‘Epidemic of Academics’ seems coming true. Two TOT’s have been organized with resounding success at NOIDA for EPID & Bhopal for Neurodevelopment Disorder in Central Zone. With trainers available, several District Branches have started running the Modules of the ‘First Joint Presidential Action Plan’. To ensure that the standardized treatment protocols of important Pediatric diseases are followed by our members across the country is after all the objective of whole lot of modules being rolled out by our President Dr Santosh Soans & President Elect Dr Digant Shastri. I salute the hundreds of devoted soldiers of IAP who are sparing their invaluable time to receive training & then imparting it to their fellow colleagues. Anyone & everyone who is involved in capacity of either Trainee or Trainer is a worthy son/daughter of IAP and is bearer of torch of knowledge.

I have the responsibility of ensuring that Central Zone is second to none in propagating the essence of what IAP stands for & i am trying my level best this happens. There is still almost six months to go before this year comes to close so we should try to organize as many Modules as possible. I request all the District Branch President & Secretaries to contact me at the earliest to plan the events at their place. Good thing is that same Presidential Action Plan will continue next year also so that there will be continuity in the topics. I wish this excellent coordination between the Current President Dr Santosh & President Elect Dr Digant continues year after year.

I hope those who were left out of the E voting process for some technical reasons must have ensured that they don't face any glitches this time. After all Your purposeful participation in the Democratic process of IAP has brought back the Life in IAP.

Lets all work together to fulfill the objectives of IAP; Academics & Brotherhood.

Long Live IAP !
Let us all work for

Vineet Saxena
Vice President(Central Zone)
Resp. Teachers, Seniors, Friends & IAP Colleagues,

At the outset, I congratulate our beloved President for being selected as an “Outstanding Pediatrician” of Asia Pacific region. Kudos to Dr Santosh Soans.

Friends, I wish to put on record the outstanding performance of IAP over last 6 months, completely focussed on academics, non-controversial and solely centred on the wellbeing of Children of India in general.

As promised by our President on taking charge, a ‘tsunami’ of academic activities took place this year. Consultative meets, Pilot presentations, National TOT’s and Zonal TOT’s and now from July onwards the actual IAP Presidents Action Plan will be rolled out with a big bang.

Hon President Dr Santosh Soans has already taken on board President 2019 Dr Digant Shastri to enable him to continue these programs in his tenure as well and that is the reason it is IAP Action Plan 2018 – 2019.

All the newly elected Vice Presidents took over the responsibility of implementation of the IAP activities in their respective Zones, to help the IAP Flag fly high all over India. It has been observed that many of the branch office bearers have not responded to the allotment letters from Central IAP. I appeal all local office bearers to respond to these allotments as soon as possible and the plan the IAP activity in your branch.

In addition we had Zonal IDCONs – the West Zone IDCON hosted by AOP, Vadodara, was a huge success. I would also like to thank Nagpur IAP for hosting National ToTs (during Pedicon 2018), and Mumbai IAP, Ahmedabad IAP for offering to host various Zonal ToTs in West Zone.

This year onwards, we will be having Zonal Conferences in addition to our National Conference Pedicon and the respective state Pedicons. The maiden West Zone Pedicon will be held in Sept 2018 at Mahabaleshwar. I thank Satara IAP for accepting to host this first ever Zonal [West] Pedicon and also thank Dr Lalit Rawal President Maharashtra IAP for accepting it to club it with MahaPedicon, 2018.

This is probably the first year, our President with the intention to actively involve State Presidents and Secretaries in CIAP activities especially the Action Plan, called meetings of all state OBs twice and tried to solve issues of the state branches.

With this, I take this opportunity to invite you all, for this first Zonal Conference in Mahabaleshwar from 29 Nov to 2 Dec this year.

With gratitude to the President Dr. Santosh T. Soans and Hon. Secretary General Dr. Remesh Kumar R, for incorporating the newly elected Zonal Vice Presidents in important functioning of IAP, I humbly sign off.

Dr Kedar Malwatkar
Nashik Maharashtra
Vice President [WEST] CIAP 2018
Dear Friends,

Greetings!

We have witnessed the successful roll out of IAP President Action Plan in all the zones; thanks a lot for your cooperation. The programmes are being allotted in a systematic manner to all the branches by the central IAP team under the dynamic president Dr Santosh Soans, President elect Dr Digant Shashtri, Secretary Dr Remesh Kumar and all the dignitaries involved religiously in this prestigious project. It is our responsibility to conduct these programmes and submit the accounts immediately to CIAP so as to have sanction of subsequent courses. Additionally, after participating in these scientific workshops and updating the knowledge, we should make sure to utilize it in day to day practice and also share with other colleagues for setting a professional approach to address various child health issues and help in improving child health in India.

You will be glad to know that the North Zone Pedicon 2018 is scheduled to be held on 5th to 7th October 2018 at Amritsar, Punjab. All of You are cordially invited to participate in this conference and visit the Holy city Amritsar specially Golden Temple, Wagha border, Jalianwala Bagh and many other attractions.

Regards
Dr Harmesh Singh
Vice President IAP
North Zone
Dear colleagues,

Greetings from Chennai.

It is a great honor and indeed a great pleasure for me to have the opportunity to work with you for the better future of our Children and our organisation. Already, My six month. period as Vice President have just flown by!!!

After the initial lull, the President Action Plans got off to a flying start all over India under the able guidance of our President.

We had the launch of TIPS (Training in Pediatric Emergencies) Programme at Bengaluru, Neuro Developmental Disease (NDD) Programme at Kochi, Common Office Practice Pediatric Problems module (COPP) at Chennai and consultative meeting of United Airway at Chennai. We are going to have the launch of Essential Pediatrics Infectious Disease (EPID) at Kochi on 28 & 29th of July and United Airway at Thiruvananthapuram on 22nd July, 2018. Many programmes are allotted to many branches all over South Zone at present. Now all branches have started conducting the programme. It is a flying start!!!

The function of our organisation is not only teaching the members about curative care and latest updates but also environmental care, care of street children, children living with HIV, orphan children, and children with mental and physical handicap. We also look into mental health and problems regarding sexual abuse, etc. I request our members to do relevant activities to address the above issues.

Recently I come across news that read as “... the Trump administration used threats of trade sanctions and withdrawal of military aid to try to block a measure at the World Health Assembly that encouraged breastfeeding. Based on decades of research, the resolution says that mother’s milk is healthiest for children and countries should strive to limit the inaccurate or misleading marketing of breast milk substitutes. Then the U.S. delegation, embracing the interests of infant formula manufacturers, upended the deliberations. American officials sought to water down the resolution by removing language that called on governments to “protect, promote and support breastfeeding” and another passage that called on policy-makers to restrict the promotion of food products many experts say can have deleterious effects on young children.”

This American Govt action is highly condemnable. We should write to American Academy of Pediatrics condemning this action of the US Government. IAP is committed to protect, promote and support breastfeeding.

In India, the situation is no better. A particular formula food company is promoting the formula unethically. By utilising the loop holes in IMS Act, they have started an institute, and they are conducting CME programme on their own and our own members are attending eagerly. Are they hungry for knowledge? I wonder!!! We have epidemics of academics now. We request our members not to fall prey to sinister designs of formula food company.

I congratulate our President who is nominated for the well deserved “Outstanding Asian Pediatrician Award 2018 “.

Academically yours,

Dr D Guansingh,
Vice-President, South Zone
Respected Seniors, Dear Colleagues & Affectionate Youngsters,
Today, I feel most satisfied and accomplished after serving three years as President elect, President and Immediate Past President of our prestigious academy. I feel blessed to have received immense love, guidance and support.

IAP is a place for worship for me and obviously, it should be for all of us. I have discharged my duties with the best of my competence, ability and constitutional accountability.

Wishing each one, all-out success in all endeavors for better child health care at all occasions and at all times.

With affection and love,

Yours in Academy Service

Dr. Anupam Sachdeva

President, IAP 2017
Dear Seniors, Teachers & Friends in IAP,

Greetings from Central IAP Office !!. More than half the Academy Year is through. Introspection at this juncture gives mixed feelings. We have been able to translate the hopes and aspirations of our members on academic front into a reality to a very good extent. On an equally important note, we have learnt from our experience of working with the Office and allied organisations that we are not delivering much for social causes. This is far too distressing, as we as an organisation of elite medical professionals committed to growth of child care in the country, are expected to contribute directly to the socially underprivileged in the community. Our President and Executive Board has mulled over this elaborately and has placed concrete suggestions and adequate funds towards the social projects.

The Action Plan Modules are branching out to all nook and corners of the country. We are trying our level best to accommodate maximum IAP branches in the allocation map this year itself. IAP Team led by our omnipresent President Dr Santosh T Soans has been making sure to have their voices audible in any opportunity for interaction with Government of India and allied NGOs. The UG & PG Quiz activities are also being taken up in all zones with active participation from the students.

The totally revamped website has been launched with many new attractive features like interactive platform for Parents, Public and Members and a window from Open Pediatrics, Boston providing lots of latest updates on Pediatric Care. IAP has been moving global at a swift pace with the International Liaison Committee taking the lead. The Royal College Exams have been made easily accessible to students from India. We are also trying to open IAP Branches in new overseas destinations.

Friends, Team 2018 is sure to satiate your academic and organisational appetite by the next 4 months available with them. We request you to take up all the remaining Central IAP activities in an earnest manner and keep the passion and love for your parent body burning in full steam.

Warm regards

Jai IAP, Jai Hind !!

Remesh Kumar.R
Secretary General, IAP 2018 & 2019.
Register Online on www.pedicon2019.in

PEDICON 2019
56th Annual Conference of the Indian Academy of Pediatrics
6th-10th Feb, 2019
MMRDA Exhibition Grounds
Mumbai, India
Dear Colleagues,

The Mumbai branch of the Indian Academy of Pediatrics (MBIAP) is pleased to host PEDICON 2019 – The 56th Annual Conference of the Indian Academy of Pediatrics at MMRDA Exhibition Grounds from the 6th-10th February 2019. The city of Mumbai, synonymous with industry, innovation, grit and glamour has served as the official secretariat of the Indian Academy of Pediatrics since inception. After hosting successful PEDICONs in 2003 and 2007, we are gearing up to host yet another memorable PEDICON in 2019.

MMRDA Exhibition Grounds is the most sought-after venue in the city. Located at the heart of the new business hub, Bandra Kurla Complex, it is easily accessible from various parts of the city. Rooms across various hotel categories have been blocked at competitive rates for the convenience of participating delegates. The event arena itself is spread over 6 lakh square feet. The entire arena is covered, sound insulated and air conditioned with well-appointed zones and ample parking facilities.

The event is expected to surpass all earlier PEDICONs in terms of registration, scientific content and industry participation. Our early-bird campaign has attracted over 4,000 registrations and we expect to register 10,000 delegates by the end of this year. Our theme for 2019 is 'Illness to Wellness' and with this in mind, we have programmed the scientific sessions of the conference. We start PEDICON 2019 on the 6th of February, 2019 with 25 focused pre-conference workshops at various institutes across Mumbai. 7th of February, 2019 will be dedicated to CME and the conference will be on 8th, 9th and 10th February, 2019. Over the four days, we have 600 faculty members presenting simultaneously across 8 scientific halls. Great care has been taken to design the program in a way that interests everyone from a post-graduate student to the seasoned consultant. Interaction and discussion has been given greater priority over didactic lectures. We also expect to have over 1500 academic submissions for free papers and e-posters.

Apart from the rich scientific program, we plan to introduce a novel concept 'PEDIFEST' that is designed to provide value engagement for the accompanying delegates through the day. In addition to this we will be hosting two star-studded banquets on the 8th and 9th of February, 2019. All conference details are available on the official website www.pedicon2019.in and the conference mobile application is available on the Android and Apple app stores.

With great programming, a world-class venue, delicious meals and enthralling entertainment, we are confident that PEDICON 2019 will be an avenue for you to learn, share, network and get inspired. We whole-heartedly welcome you to join us for PEDICON 2019 in 'आमची मुंबई' ... (Amchi Mumbai)
We whole-heartedly welcome you to join us for PEDICON 2019 in Mumbai from 6th to 10th February, 2019. We con/fident that PEDICON 2019 will be an avenue for you to learn, share, network and get inspired.

With great programming, a world-class venue, delicious meals and enthralling entertainment, we believe that PEDICON 2019 will be another memorable event. All conference details are available on the official website www.pedicon2019.in and the conference will be held at the MMRDA Exhibition Grounds, Mumbai. The event arena itself is spread over 6 lakh square feet. The entire arena is covered, sound insulated and air conditioned with well-appointed zones and ample parking facilities.

Over the four days, we have 600 faculty members presenting over 2000 scientific papers, discussions, workshops, panel discussions and posters across various hotel categories. Over 1500 institutions across Mumbai have been represented. In addition to this, we will be hosting two star-studded banquets on the 8th and 9th of February, 2019. We expect to register 10,000 delegates by the end of this year. Our theme for 2019 is ‘Illness to Wellness’.

All fees are inclusive of Goods and Services Tax (GST).

### SCHEDULE OF FEES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particulars</th>
<th>Feb 16th - May 31st 2018</th>
<th>June 1st - July 31st 2018</th>
<th>August 1st - Nov 31st 2018</th>
<th>Dec 1st - Dec 15th 2018</th>
<th>Spot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IAP Member Registration</td>
<td>₹ 11000</td>
<td>₹ 13000</td>
<td>₹ 18000</td>
<td>₹ 25000</td>
<td>₹ 28000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Member Registration</td>
<td>₹ 22000</td>
<td>₹ 26000</td>
<td>₹ 36000</td>
<td>₹ 50000</td>
<td>₹ 56000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accompanying Registration</td>
<td>₹ 11000</td>
<td>₹ 13000</td>
<td>₹ 18000</td>
<td>₹ 25000</td>
<td>₹ 28000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG Student Registration</td>
<td>₹ 5000</td>
<td>₹ 5000</td>
<td>₹ 8000</td>
<td>₹ 8000</td>
<td>₹ 10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAARC Delegate Registration</td>
<td>$400</td>
<td>$450</td>
<td>$550</td>
<td>$650</td>
<td>$750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAARC Accompanying Delegate</td>
<td>$400</td>
<td>$450</td>
<td>$550</td>
<td>$650</td>
<td>$750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-SAARC Foreign Delegate</td>
<td>$550</td>
<td>$600</td>
<td>$650</td>
<td>$750</td>
<td>$850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-SAARC Foreign Accompanying</td>
<td>$550</td>
<td>$600</td>
<td>$650</td>
<td>$750</td>
<td>$850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Citizen Above 70 Years</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>₹ 9000</td>
<td>₹ 12500</td>
<td>₹ 14000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Delegate Registration</td>
<td>₹ 30000</td>
<td>₹ 30000</td>
<td>₹ 40000</td>
<td>₹ 40000</td>
<td>₹ 50000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particulars/Categories</th>
<th>Inclusions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IAP Member Registration</td>
<td>Access to all scientific, social and exhibition areas of the conference, delegate kit bag, conference badge, scientific program booklet, lunch for 4 days, dinner for 3 nights, certificate of CME credit points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Member Registration</td>
<td>Access to all scientific, social and exhibition areas of the conference, delegate kit bag, conference badge, scientific program booklet, lunch for 4 days, dinner for 3 nights, certificate of CME credit points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accompanying Registration</td>
<td>Access to all social and exhibition areas of the conference, conference badge, lunch for 4 days, dinner for 3 nights Note: No entry to the scientific areas of the conference, no entry to the e-poster area of the conference, no delegate bag, no certificate with credit points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG Student Registration</td>
<td>Access to all scientific, social and exhibition areas of the conference, delegate kit bag, conference badge, scientific program booklet, lunch for 4 days, dinner for 3 nights, certificate of CME credit points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAARC Delegate Registration</td>
<td>Access to all scientific, social and exhibition areas of the conference, delegate kit bag, conference badge, scientific program booklet, lunch for 4 days, dinner for 3 nights, certificate of CME credit points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAARC Accompanying Delegate</td>
<td>Access to all social and exhibition areas of the conference, conference badge, lunch for 4 days, dinner for 3 nights Note: No entry to the scientific areas of the conference, no entry to the e-poster area of the conference, no delegate bag, no certificate with credit points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-SAARC Foreign Delegate</td>
<td>Access to all scientific, social and exhibition areas of the conference, delegate kit bag, conference badge, scientific program booklet, lunch for 4 days, dinner for 3 nights, certificate of CME credit points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-SAARC Foreign Accompanying</td>
<td>Access to all social and exhibition areas of the conference, conference badge, lunch for 4 days, dinner for 3 nights Note: No entry to the scientific areas of the conference, no entry to the e-poster area of the conference, no delegate bag, no certificate with credit points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Citizen Above 70 Years</td>
<td>Access to all scientific, social and exhibition areas of the conference, delegate kit bag, conference badge, scientific program booklet, lunch for 4 days, dinner for 3 nights, certificate of CME credit points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Delegate Registration</td>
<td>Access to all scientific, social and exhibition areas of the conference, delegate kit bag, conference badge, scientific program booklet, lunch for 4 days, dinner for 3 nights, certificate of CME credit points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We whole-heartedly welcome you to join us for PEDICON 2019 in Mumbai. We are confident that PEDICON 2019 will be an avenue for you to learn, share, network and get inspired. With great programming, a world-class venue, delicious meals and enthralling entertainment, we are confident that you will have a memorable experience.

All conference details are available on the official website www.pedicon2019.in and the conference mobile application is available on the Android and Apple app stores. There will be two star-studded banquets on the 8th and 9th of February, 2019, designed to provide value engagement for the accompanying delegates through the day. In addition to this, we will be hosting two star-studded banquets on the 8th and 9th of February, 2019.

Apart from the rich scientific program, we plan to introduce a novel concept 'PEDIFEST' that is designed to provide value to the delegates. We start addition to this, we will be hosting two star-studded banquets on the 8th and 9th of February, 2019.

The event is expected to surpass all earlier PEDICONs in terms of registration, scientific content and industry participation. Our early-bird campaign has attracted over 4,000 registrations and we expect to register 10,000 delegates by the end of this year. Our theme for 2019 is 'Illness to Wellness' and we are committed to ensuring that the conference is inclusive of all participants.

The Mumbai branch of the Indian Academy of Pediatrics (MBIAP) is pleased to host PEDICON 2019 – The 56th Annual Conference. After hosting successful PEDICONs in 2003 and 2007, we are gearing up to host yet another memorable PEDICON in 2019.

Registration Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IAP Member</th>
<th>Non Member</th>
<th>PG Student</th>
<th>Foreign Delegates</th>
<th>Sr. Citizen (Above 70 years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Please tick as appropriate*

IAP Membership No .................................. MCI/MMC Reg No ..................................

Full Name ...........................................

Date of birth _______ / _______ / _______ Age [ ] Gender - Male [ ] Female [ ]

Address ...........................................

City ........................................... State ........................................... PIN Code ............. Country ..........

Email ........................................... Mobile No ..................................

* PG Students should submit the bona fide certificate from Head of the department/institution along with registration form.

* Senior citizens need to submit their age proof.

Accompanying Person Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Accompanying Person(s)</th>
<th>Full Name ...........................................</th>
<th>Age [ ] Gender: M [ ] F [ ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Name ...........................................</th>
<th>Age [ ] Gender: M [ ] F [ ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Name ...........................................</th>
<th>Age [ ] Gender: M [ ] F [ ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Name ...........................................</th>
<th>Age [ ] Gender: M [ ] F [ ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Name ...........................................</th>
<th>Age [ ] Gender: M [ ] F [ ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Payment Details

Amount Paid for - Delegate ₹ .................... Accompanying Person ₹ .................... Total Paid ₹ ....................

Total Amount in Words ...................................

Institute Name ........................................... GST No. (if applicable) ..................................

Payment Mode   Cash [ ] Card [ ] Cheque [ ] DD [ ]

Cheque/DD/Transation ID .................................. Date ..................................

Indian Academy Of Pediatrics Mumbai - GST No: 27AAATI5074JIZG

Indian Academy Of Pediatrics Mumbai - Pan No: AAATI5074JIZG

“PAYMENT TO BE MADE BY CHEQUE/ DD IN FAVOUR OF "PEDICON 2019"

Date ........................................... Signature ..................................

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FORM

6th - 10th Feb, 2019

MMRDA Exhibition Grounds, Mumbai

info@pedicon2019.in

+91 84240 12019

CONFERENCE SECRETARIAT ADDRESS

PEDICON 2019

c/o INDIAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS MUMBAI

Gita Building, 1st Floor, Next to Chhagan Mitha Petrol Pump,

Rani Laxmibai Chowk (Sion Circle) 92/4, Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Road,

Sion, Mumbai 400022 • Email : mbiap@yahoo.com • Phone : +91-22-24045803

PEDICON 2019 is an environmentally friendly conference. We urge you to register online and use digital communication as much as possible.
Call for `Free' & `Award' Papers for PEDICON 2019, Mumbai

The Scientific Committee invites delegates who wish to give a presentation during the PEDICON 2019, the 56th National Conference of Indian Academy of Pediatrics, to be held from February 6-10, 2019 at MMRDA Ground, BKC, Mumbai, Maharashtra to submit the `Abstracts' of their scientific studies.

**Paper Category: Free Papers**

The mode of presentation of free papers will be decided by the scrutinizing committee from amongst the abstracts received and authors will be informed accordingly. The papers not taken for `Oral' will be taken for `Poster'.

The text of the `Abstract' should contain no more than 250 words. It should be structured as far as possible in the following manner (Except Case Reports): (a) Introduction (b) Aims & Objectives (c) Material & Methods (including statistical methods where relevant) (d) Results (e) Conclusions.

**Instructions:**
1. Abstracts can be submitted at: [www.pedicon2019.in](http://www.pedicon2019.in)
2. The deadline for sending in abstracts is **30th September 2018**. This deadline will be strictly observed.
3. Abstracts or full papers sent by hardcopy will not be accepted.
4. Please quote your Central IAP membership number (mandatory).
5. Papers from non-members will not be accepted.
6. You must have acknowledgement of the receipt of paper submitted by you.
7. Please mention the category of paper according to Sub-specialty given below:

- Adolescent Pediatrics (ADOL)
- Cardiology (CAR)
- Community Pediatrics (CP)
- Endocrinology (ENDO)
- Gastroenterology (GE)
- Genetics (GENE)
- Growth & Development (GD)
- Hematology – Oncology (HO)
- Infectious Diseases (ID)
- Intensive Care (IC)
- Neonatology (NEO)
- Nephrology (NEP)
- Neurology (NEU)
- Nutrition (NUT)
- Respiratory (RESP)
- Rheumatology (RHE)
- Miscellaneous (MISC)
Research papers are invited in following categories of awards.

(Mandatory: Read the award rules before submission of your paper, which may be obtained from the Central Office on request. The papers not submitted as per award rules will be rejected.)

- Dr. James Flett Endowment Award (Two Prizes) for the best papers on “Social & Preventive Pediatrics”.
- Dr. S. T. Achar Endowment Award (One Prize) for the best paper on “Pediatrics”.
- Dr. S. S. Manchanda Neonatology Research Award (One Prize) for the best paper on “Neonatology”.
- Dr. V. Balagopal Raju Endowment Award (Two Prizes) for the best papers on “Child Health”.

Instructions:

1. The hard copy of the SUMMARY as well as FULL paper in 4 (FOUR COPIES) should be submitted to Indian Academy of Pediatrics, Kamdhenu Business Bay, 5th Floor, Plot No. 51, Sector 1, Juinagar, (Near Juinagar Railway Station), Nerul, Navi Mumbai – 400706 (India) along with the declaration certificate as prescribed in the award rules.

2. The SUMMARY should not be more than 250 words.

3. The FULL award paper should be in the style of “Indian Pediatrics”.

4. The title of the paper should be brief but adequately descriptive.

5. The text of the summary should be structured as far as possible into the following manner (a) Introduction (b) Aims & Objectives (c) Materials & Methods (including statistical methods where relevant) (d) Results (e) Conclusions.

6. The papers not accepted for award competition will not be presented in any other category.

   The last date for submission of award papers at the Central IAP Office (Hard Copy) is 30th September 2018.

Publication of papers:

The papers that have been accepted for publication will be published in proceedings of PEDICON 2019. IAP holds all publication rights including copyright unless otherwise intimated to the authors by IAP in writing.

Hon. Secretary General,

Indian Academy of Pediatrics
Kamdhenu Business Bay, 5th Floor, Plot No. 51, Sector 1, Juinagar, (Near Juinagar Railway Station), Nerul, Navi Mumbai – 400706 (India) Email: centraloffice@iapindia.org
Website: www.iapindia.org
Nominations of IAP members / Non-Members who have excelled in the field of “Child Health & Care” including, Community Pediatrics are invited by the Central IAP Office for award of Hon Surg Cmde Late Dr. Shantilal C. Sheth Oration at the Pedicon 2019 to be held from February 6-10, 2019 at MMRDA Ground, BKC, Mumbai, Maharashtra. The nomination should be duly proposed and seconded by the IAP Members giving one page justification for the nomination of the proposed person and should be submitted along with a detailed biodata of the nominee in SIX COPIES. The nominees should give a statement in writing along with the nomination, duly signed by the nominee, stating that he / she has read the rules for award of Hon Surg Cmde Late Dr. Shantilal C. Sheth Oration and that the decision of the committee appointed by the Executive Board of IAP for award of this nomination will be accepted by him / her as final and binding on him / her and shall not ask for disclosure of marks of any nominee and / or nominations of other nominees for the oration. The nomination without signed statement of the nominee shall be considered as invalid nomination. The last date for submission of nominations is 30th September 2018.

Book Release during Pedicon 2019

Only Books published by Central IAP and / or IAP National Publication House at Delhi, alone or together with other approved Publication Houses, will be released during the Inaugural Function of PEDICON, as per the decision taken by the Executive Board at its meeting held on 18th & 19th January 2012 at Gurgaon. Henceforth publications from private publisher, and not approved by Central IAP / IAP National Publication House / IAP Executive Board will not be released during Pedicon.
Call for Nominations for FIAP – 2019

Nominations for FIAP - 2019, on **prescribed form** are invited. The FIAP Nomination form could be obtained from the Central IAP Office on request. The nomination for FIAP should be submitted in 6 (SIX) copies. The nominations will be accepted from January 1, 2019 to March 31, 2019. The last date for submission of nomination for 2019 to the Central IAP Office is **31st March 2019**.

Rules:

- The nomination should be submitted in the prescribed form duly proposed and seconded by the eligible Fellows and/or Life Members of the IAP to be submitted in **6 (SIX) copies**.

- Any Fellow/Life member of Society, who has, in the opinion of the Executive Board, rendered outstanding services for the furtherance of the objectives of Society, may be elected as a Fellow Members by the Executive Board in the manner hereinafter provided. Maximum such fellowship granted in a year will be one/ per thousand members of having voting rights subject to a qualifying mark of 70 per cent as per the criteria decided by the Executive Board.

- The nominee should have been a member of the Indian Academy of Pediatrics for 10 years before submission of his/her nomination to the Indian Academy of Pediatrics. The enrollment year of the membership of the nominee shall be taken as full year of membership for the purpose of computing 10 years of membership.

- A duly signed consent of the nominee stating that he/she is willing to be nominated to Fellowship of the Indian Academy of Pediatrics should be given.

- The eligible Fellow and/or Life member of the IAP is entitle to nominate only one nominee for FIAP in a year.

- The proposer and the seconder of the nomination should have been the member of the Indian Academy of Pediatrics for 10 years before proposing / seconding the name of any member for the FIAP.

- The membership strength of voting members shall be taken as of 31st March 2019.

- Any person who is either an Associate Life member of the society and who has in the opinion of the Executive Board rendered outstanding services for the furtherance of the objectives of the Society, may be elected as Fellow Member of the Society by the Executive Board of the Society in a manner hereinafter provided subject to a limit of two per year (over and above the fellowship awarded to Life Member). However, such fellows shall not have voting rights.

- The President of the society and Secretary General of the society will be given Honorary Fellowship, if they had not been given previously, after demitting the office.

- Honorary Fellowship can be bestowed to any other person, who has rendered his selfless yeomen services to the cause of child health, after approval of the Executive Board of the Society, subject to maximum two per year. Such honorary fellows will not enjoy life members’ privileges including voting right and their name shall not be entered into membership registry. However, the President and the Secretary if given Honorary Fellowship will continue to be on the member of the membership registry.

- The nominations for fellowship shall be duly proposed and seconded by Fellow and/or Life member
of the Society in appropriate format with recommendation for such a proposal, and the proposal and recommendation shall be submitted to the members of the Fellowship Committee constituted by the Executive Board. This five member committee shall consist of the President, President Elect, the immediate two preceding Past Presidents and the Vice President (Senior most by age) of Indian Academy of Pediatrics. The names recommended by such a committee will then be approved by the Executive Board.

- The evaluation of FIAP nominations will be done by the designated committee members.
- The nominations will be invited through an announcement in IAP's publications or in any other form like circular. The nomination should be submitted within a stipulated time to the Honorary Secretary General, Indian Academy of Pediatrics, Kamdhenu Business Bay, 5th Floor, Plot No. 51, Sector 1, (Near Juinagar Railway Station), Nerul, Navi Mumbai – 400706 (India)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRUCTURE</th>
<th>MAX. MARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Teaching and/or Professional Experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5 years − 0; 5 – 9 years − 5;</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 – 14 years − 7; ≥ 15 years − 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Editorial Services provided to Medical Journal</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Details of Publications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-points ( (i) &amp; (ii) − 5 marks; (iii) (a) &amp; (b) − 5 marks; &amp; (iv) − 5 marks</td>
<td>15 (5+5+5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Awards for Professional Recognition</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Representation in International/National Organization/Committees/Bodies/Institutions</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Role in IAP/International Pediatric Societies</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Contribution towards Child Welfare Activities</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GUIDELINES FOR SUB CLASSIFICATION FOR MARKING FOR AWARD OF FELLOWSHIP (FIAP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRUCTURE</th>
<th>MAX. MARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Teaching and/or Professional Experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5 years – 0;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – 9 years – 5;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 – 14 years – 7;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 15 years – 10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Editorial Services provided to Medical Journal</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. For Indian Pediatrics: max. 3 marks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editor – 3 marks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editorial Board members – 2 marks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editorial Advisory Board member – 1 mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Any other Index Journal: max. 4 marks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editor – 3 marks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editorial Committee members – 2 marks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editorial Advisory Board member – 1 mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Any other Medical Journal: max. 3 marks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editor – 2 marks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editorial Board – 1 mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Details of Publications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Medical (Pediatric) Books – max. 5 marks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single author or Editor – 2 marks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter in a book published by IAP – 1 mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter in a non-IAP book – 0.5 mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Medical Journals – max. 7 marks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Journals – 1 / article</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National – Indexed Journal – 0.5 / article</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National non-indexed Journal – 0.25 / article</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Other Print Media – max. 3 marks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspaper or Periodicals of National level – 0.5 / article</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local newspaper or periodicals – 0.25 / article</td>
<td>15 (5+5+5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRUCTURE</td>
<td>MAX. MARKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Awards for Professional Recognition</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mark for State / City Award(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 marks for National Award(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 marks for International Award(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Representation in International/National Organization/Committees/Bodies/Institutions</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role in International Organization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 marks for col. 5(i)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership of Expert Committees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 marks for col. 5(ii)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visiting Professorship - India</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 marks per fellowship for col. 5(iii) (a) (max.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visiting Professorship – Abroad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 marks for col. 5(iii)(b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Role in IAP/International Pediatric Societies</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Contribution towards Child Welfare Activities</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIAP NOMINATION FORM
INDIAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS
Kamdhenu Business Bay, 5th Floor, Plot No. 51, Sector 1, Juinagar East, (Near Juinagar Railway Station), Nerul, Navi Mumbai – 400706 (India)


NOMINATION FORM FOR AWARD OF FELLOWSHIP (FIAP)

Name of the Nominee:

Membership No.: Date of Birth: Sex:

Communication Address:

Date of Obtaining Degree/Diploma:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical / Pediatric Qualification</th>
<th>Name of the University</th>
<th>Qualifying Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Teaching and/or Professional Experience till date

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.No</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Hospital</th>
<th>Period From - To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


2. Editorial Services provided to Medical Journal (Yes / No. If yes, then please specify)
   (i) Name of the Medical Journal
   (ii) Details of Medical Journal
       (a) Frequency – Monthly / Bimonthly / Quarterly / Yearly
       (b) Approximate circulation : copies
       (c) Indexed in Cumulative Medical Index: Yes / No
   (iii) Designed in Journal with years of service provided
   (iv) Exact job specification / role in the journal

3. Details of Publications
   (i) Number of Medical Books published with their titles, publishers and year of publication
       (please specify whether single or multiple editors, mono or multiple authors, proceedings
       of workshop / conference / symposia, approximate copies consumed / sold and whether
       receiving royalty / honorary work).
   (ii) Contribution to Chapters to Books.
   (iii) Publications in Medical Journals (attach a list of complete references of publications –
       please do not include articles submitted for publication).
       (a) International Medical Journals
       (b) National Medical Journals
   (iv) Publications in other Print Media (Child Health related articles in newspapers, magazines,
       school books, etc. Details of title, magazine and date/year of publication, etc to be provided).

4. Awards of Professional Recognition (Specify the name(s) of the Award(s) with year)
   (i) State/City
   (ii) National
   (iii) International

5. Representation in International / National Organizations / Committees / Bodies / Institutions
   (i) Role in International Organizations
       (UNICEF, WHO, World Bank, UNFPA, USAID etc.)
   (ii) Membership of Expert Committees
       (Task Force of ICMR, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Ministry of Women and Child
       Development, Planning Commission, ICDS, Indian Council of Child Welfare, Medical Council
       of India, etc. – Please specify the title of the Committee and year(s) of serving).
   (iii) Visiting Professorship and other assignments beyond the purview of routine duties (Please
       specify the University / Assignment and year(s)
(a) India
(b) Abroad

6. Role in IAP/International Pediatric Societies with year(s) of serving
   (i) Member of Executive Committee of International Pediatric Association / APSSEAR
   (ii) Member of the Executive Board of Central IAP
   (iii) Office-Bearer of Central IAP
   (iv) Office-Bearer of State IAP
   (v) Contribution of National / Zonal / State Conference of IAP
       (a) Secretary
       (b) Joint Organizing Secretary
       (c) Any other contribution (Please specify)
   (vi) Any other (Organization of CME Programs, Symposia, Seminars, Workshops / Chapters, etc. (Please specify the designation(s) with the exact responsibilities)
   (vii) Convener / Member of IAP Committee / Task Force / Program

7. Contribution made towards Child Welfare activities in your
   (i) City
   (ii) State
   (iii) National level

8. Give a summary of highlights of the outstanding contributions made by the nominee in the fields of Child Health, Pediatric Research, Education, Welfare activities and organizational work in about 200 words. Please include features not highlighted in sections 1 to 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature of Proposer</th>
<th>Signature of Seconder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name of Proposer</td>
<td>Name of Seconder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAP Membership No.</td>
<td>IAP Membership No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Place</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONSENT OF THE NOMINEE

I am willing to be nominated to Fellowship of Indian Academy of Pediatrics.

Signature of the Nominee: ____________________________
Name of the Nominee: ____________________________
IAP Child & Adolescent Health Care Week (CAHCW)

The branches are free to select their own week according to their convenience during the month of November 2018. The week so selected for celebrating IAP Child & Adolescent Health Care Week should essentially include 14th November 2018. The Theme is “NEITHER AN ADULT NOR A CHILD, BE THEIR GUIDE”. The Central Office invites entries for best CAHCW celebration award competition. This report should be submitted on PEN DRIVE / CD / DVD in the format prescribed by Central IAP Office on or before 30th November 2018. Kindly note hard copy of the report will NOT be accepted. A new and shorter version of the format for reporting is created. Kindly send your report only in the new format. The reporting form can be requested from Central IAP Office – email: centraloffice@iapindia.org

Teenage Day

The 1st Day of IAP Child & Adolescent Health Care Week (CAHCW) is to be celebrated as “Teenage Day”. The theme for the Teenage Day is “LISTEN TO THEM, TALK TO THEM”. The Central Office invites entries for best Teenage Day celebration award competition. This report should be submitted on PEN DRIVE / CD / DVD in the format prescribed by Central IAP Office on or before 30th November 2018. Kindly note hard copy of the report will NOT be accepted. A new and shorter version of the format for reporting is created. Kindly send your report only in the new format. The reporting form can be requested from Central IAP Office – email: centraloffice@iapindia.org

Daughter’s Day

“Daughter’s Day” is to be celebrated on Sunday which falls on the Child & Adolescent Health Care Week (CAHCW). The theme for Daughter’s Day is “EMPOWERING YOUNG GIRLS - ‘LEARN TO SAY NO’”. The Central Office invites entries for best Daughter’s Day celebration award competition. This report should be submitted on PEN DRIVE / CD / DVD in the format prescribed by Central IAP Office on or before 30th November 2018. Kindly note hard copy of the report will NOT be accepted. A new and shorter version of the format for reporting is created. Kindly send your report only in the new format. The reporting form can be requested from Central IAP Office – email: centraloffice@iapindia.org

IAP Healthy Lifestyle Day

IAP Healthy Lifestyle Day will be celebrated on any one day of the IAP Child and Adolescent Week, when IAP branches will focus on healthy lifestyle for children and adolescents. The theme is “EAT HEALTHY, STAY HEALTHY”. The Central Office invites entries for best Healthy Lifestyle Day celebration award competition. This report should be submitted on PEN DRIVE / CD / DVD in the format prescribed by Central IAP Office on or before 30th November 2018. Kindly note hard copy of the report will NOT be accepted. A new and shorter version of the format for reporting is created. Kindly send your report only in the new format. The reporting form can be requested from Central IAP Office – email: centraloffice@iapindia.org

Rational Antibiotic Day

IAP Rational Antibiotic Day will be celebrated on 28th September 2018. The Central Office invites entries for best Rational Antibiotic Day celebration award competition. The theme is “SAVE ANTIBIOTICS, SAVE FUTURE”. This report should be submitted on PEN DRIVE / CD / DVD in the format prescribed by Central IAP Office on or before 30th November 2018. Kindly note hard copy of the report will NOT be accepted. The format for reporting is created. Kindly send your report only in this format. The reporting form can be requested from Central IAP Office – email: centraloffice@iapindia.org
Antimicrobial Awareness Week

IAP Antimicrobial Awareness Week will be celebrated beginning from September 28, 2018 to 5th October 2018. The theme is “USE JUDICIOUSLY OR YOU MAY LOSE THE WAR.CHOICE IS YOURS”. The Central Office invites entries for best Antimicrobial Awareness Week celebration award competition. This report should be submitted on PEN DRIVE / CD / DVD in the format prescribed by Central IAP Office on or before 30th November 2018. Kindly note hard copy of the report will NOT be accepted. The format for reporting is created. Kindly send your report only in this format. The reporting form can be requested from Central IAP Office – email: centraloffice@iapindia.org

Best IAP Branch Awards 2018

The Central IAP invites entries from IAP Branches for Best Branch Awards competition for the year 2018 in a prescribed format (may be obtained from Central Office). This report should be submitted on a PEN DRIVE / CD / DVD in the format prescribed by Central IAP Office on or before 30th November 2018. Kindly note hard copy of the report will NOT be accepted. A new and shorter version of the format for reporting is created. Kindly send your report only in the new format. The reporting form can be requested from Central IAP Office – email: centraloffice@iapindia.org

Best IAP Chapter Awards 2018

The Central IAP invites entries from IAP Chapters / Groups Awards competition for the year 2018 in a prescribed format (may be obtained from Central Office). This report should be submitted in on a PEN DRIVE / CD / DVD in the format prescribed by Central IAP Office on or before 30th November 2018. Kindly note hard copy of the report will NOT be accepted. A new and shorter version of the format for reporting is created. Kindly send your report only in the new format. The reporting form can be requested from Central IAP Office – email: centraloffice@iapindia.org
2018 (International)

SRI LANKA

21st Annual Scientific Congress of the Sri Lanka College of Paediatricians
Dates: September 19-21, 2018
Venue: Grand Kandyan Hotel, Kandy, Sri Lanka
Website: http://slcp.lk/annual-scientific-congress-2018/

CANADA

3rd International Conference on Pediatric Nursing and Healthcare
Theme: “Exploring Innovations and Latest Advancements in Pediatric Nursing and Healthcare.”
Dates: September 21-22, 2018
Venue: Vancouver, Canada
Website: www.Pediatricnursing.nursingconference.com
E-mail: Pediatricnursing@americaconference.org
*Up to 50% discount on group participation*.

AUSTRALIA

The 32nd International Papillomavirus Conference (IPVC 2018)
Dates: October 2-6, 2018
Venue: Sydney, Australia
Website: www.kenes.com E-mail: lprodanova@kenes.com
Tel: 972 8914 6012 ext 719

JAPAN

The 30th World Congress on Vaccines and Immunization
Theme: Progress and novel strategies in Vaccine Development
Dates: October 22-23, 2018
Venue: Osaka, Japan
Website: http://vaccinescongress.vaccineconference.com/
**JAPAN**

International Conference on Pediatrics, Neonatology and Geriatrics
Dates: October 26-27, 2018
Venue: Osaka, Japan
Website: https://pediatricsummit.conferenceseries.com/

**FRANCE**

7th Congress of the European Academy of Paediatric Societies (EAPS 2018)
Dates: October 30-November 3, 2018
Venue: Paris, France
Website: www.eaps.kenes.com/2018 E-mail: kcohen@kenes.com

**JAPAN**

The 9th Asian Congress of Pediatric Infectious Diseases (ACPID)
Dates: November 10-12, 2018
Venue: Fukuoka International Congress Center, Fukuoka Sunpalace, 2-1 Sekijomachi, Hakata Ward, Fukuoka, Fukuoka Prefecture 812-0032, Japan
Website: www.c-linkage.co.jp/jspid50-acpid9/en/index.html

**UNITED ARAB EMIRATES (UAE)**

The 22nd World Congress on Pediatrics, Neonatology & Primary Care
Dates: November 12-13, 2018
Venue: Dubai, UAE
Website: http://neonatalcare.pediatricsconferences.com
E-mail: pediatriccongress2018@gmail.com

**THAILAND**

2nd Bangkok International Pediatrics Update
Theme: ‘Practical Pediatrics State of the art’
Dates: November 28-30, 2018
Venue: The Sukosol Bangkok Hotel, Bangkok, Thailand
Website: bipuconference.com
2019

PAKISTAN

4TH Annual Surgical Conference (Global Surgery)
Dates: February 1-4, 2019
Venue: Department of Surgery, Aga Khan University, Karachi, Pakistan
E-mail: shariff.charania@aku.edu
Tel: +92 21 34864374 / 34864 759

SINGAPORE

1st Asia Pacific Echocardiography Course on Congenital Heart Disease
Dates: March 8-10, 2019
Venue: Singapore city, Singapore
Fax: 65 6779 7486 E-mail: paev15@nus.edu.sg Website: www.nuh.com.sg

PANAMA

The 29th International Pediatric Association (IPA) Congress 2019
Dates: March 17-21, 2019
Venue: Panama City, Panama, Central America

POLAND

The 2nd International Congress of Hypertension in Children and Adolescents (ICHCA)
Dates: May 24-26, 2019
Venue: Warsaw, Poland
Website: www.htpaediatrics.com E-mail: secretariat@htpaediatrics.com

PORTUGAL

European Academy of Paediatrics -EAP 2019 Congress and MasterCourse
Dates: September 19-22, 2019
Venue: Porto, Portugal
Website: www.eapcongress.com E-mail: congress@eapaediatrics.eu
2020

VIETNAM

The 17th ASEAN Pediatric Federation Congress (APFC) 2020 & the 23rd Annual Congress of Vietnam Pediatric Association (VPA)

Theme: ‘Assuring equal access to quality healthcare services for all children’.

Hosted by the: Vietnam Pediatric Association (VPA)

Dates: October 22-24, 2020

Venue: Hanoi, Vietnam

E-mail: secretariats.apfc2020@gmail.com

2018 (National)

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF MEDICO LEGAL CHAPTER

OF IAP & 24TH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF TWIN CITIES BRANCH OF IAP

VENUE : KIMS AUDITORIUM SECUNDERABAD

HOST : TWIN CITIES BRANCH OF IAP, HYDERABAD

DATE : 6-7 OCTOBER 2018

CONTACT PERSON: DR. C. NIRMALA (M) 9391053162 (E) tcbpedicon2018@gmail.com

KARPEDICON - 2018

VENUE : DR. D. VEERENDAR HEGGADE KALAKSHETRA, SATTUR, DHARWAD

HOST : IAP KSB & IAP DDB

DATE : 12-14 OCTOBER 2018

CONTACT PERSON: DR. VIJAYA KULKARNI (docvijaykulkarni@gmail.com)

NCPID 2018

VENUE : YMCA, AHMEDABAD

HOST : AOP AHMEDABAD

DATE : 26TH, 27TH & 28TH OCTOBER

CONTACT PERSON : DR. ABHAY SHAH(9825062395) & DR. CHETAN TRIVEDI(9825061011)
CENTRAL ZONE & TELUGU PEDICON 2018
VENUE: AB CONVENTION CENTRE
HOST: IAP KRISHNA BRANCH
DATE: 2-4 NOVEMBER 2018
CONTACT PERSON: DR DURGAPRASAD (M) 9393458687

INTERNATIONAL CHILD NEUROLOGY CONGRESS MUMBAI 2018
VENUE: HOTEL GRAND HYATT, KALINA, MUMBAI
DATE: 15-18, NOVEMBER 2018
Email: icnc2018mumbai@gmail.com
Website: http://icnc2018mumbai.com

20TH NATIONAL PEDIATRIC CRITICAL CARE CONFERENCE
VENUE: KOVAI MEDICAL CENTER & HOSPITAL, COIMBATORE
DATE: 15-18 NOVEMBER 2018
CONTACT PERSON: DR RAJENDRAN (M) 8220166465 (E) ncpic2018@gmail.com

GDBPCON 2018
VENUE: AMA, AHMEDABAD
HOST: AOP AHMEDABAD
DATE: 23RD, 24TH & 25TH NOVEMBER
CONTACT PERSON: DR. NISHCHAL BHATT (9825005957) DR. AMOLA PATEL (9327066775)

GIAPCON 2018
VENUE: HOTEL SURYA PALACE, VADODARA.
HOST: AOP VADODARA
DATE: 15-16 DECEMBER
CONTACT PERSON: DR. SAMIR SHAH (9879540888)
Do not walk behind me, I may not lead you;  
Do not walk in front of me, I may not follow you;  
Do not walk away from me, I need you;  
Let us walk together and be friends!!!

I have risen in IAP, working from being a humble grass-root worker and rising up the echelons to experience the various intricacies of IAP administration. I have worked in close quarters with CIAP and seen the workings of 10 presidents, from the highs to lows, in varied situations. This experience will help me in tackling different situations while ensuring the progress of taking IAP to even greater heights, if given a chance to be elected this time!

My past includes various accolades in academics (with number of articles publications) and administration as well as keen interest in cultural activities and sports. I am sure that I will use this to ensure that a balance of activities will roll out during my tenure.

I have also played a key-role in organizing more than 10 conferences at varied levels (district, state, national), each of which were highly successful and appreciated. With all your support, I am certain that we can create history by planning a larger number of academic and cultural feasts together.

A short summary of my positions held in IAP and achievements are listed below:

- **Positions held in IAP**
  - Committee member since 2003
  - President, Mumbai branch (2007)
  - Committee member, Intensive Care and Neonatology chapters since 2004
  - EB Member, CIAP (2010, 2011)
  - AAA, CIAP (2012–2013)
  - Treasurer, CIAP (2014–2015)
  - Secretary-General, CIAP (2016–2017)
  - National coordinator for various teaching modules
  - Member of committee for teaching the teachers of PG students

- **Achievements:**
  - Secretary, SAPA (2018)
  - Convener of AMR committee of APPA (2017–2018)
  - President-elect, Intensive Care chapter of IAP
  - President IMA-NEBS (2010)
  - President, Surchaitanya Kalakendra and classical Tabala player
  - Managing trustee, Mumbai Suburban Table Tennis Association
  - Best all-round intern (LTMMC) and all round cricketer (Inter-medical tournament) 1978–79
  - Chess Champion, LTMMC, Sion (1973–74)

All these would not have been possible without your support!!

Once again, I request you to lend me your support for standing at the helm of our beloved organization and I am sure that together, we shall take it to even greater heights and create history!
DR M SURENDRANATH
VICE-PRESIDENT (CENTRAL ZONE)

Senior pediatrician retired from State government service as HOD of department of pediatrics, ESI hospital in July 2017. Presently Faculty of DNB and HOD of department of Pediatrics Vijaya Marie hospital at Hyderabad

Life member of the IAP since 20 years. And also life member of IMA, NNF, Allegy and immunology and adolescent and infectious disease sub chapter of IAP.


Past EB member, vice president of TCB IAP, Treasurer of Pediatric Academy of Telangana state, joint secretary and treasurer of FBS IAP, secretary FBS IAP.

EB member infectious disease Chapter of IAP

Past treasurer, secretary of NNF state branch.

State academic coordinator NRP 2017

ACVIP member 2017

Zonal coordinator of IAP UG quiz 2015, 2016

National faculty for NRP, RAP, Minirespire, practical vaccinology, EPID, COPP modules of IAP

Part of Hyderabad team from formation and inception of FBS IAP, took active part in developing the only financial benefit scheme of IAP

Faculty for more than 100 NRP workshop conducted all over AP and Telangana

Recipient of Vidya Ratna award from Mother foundation, and Best doctor award from Lions club

Numbers of TV interviews and programs given as part of health education

DR N RAVI KUMAR
VICE-PRESIDENT (CENTRAL ZONE)

Dear member

I am determined soul to fight for equality transparency and dignity to the prestigious body that holds the reins of Child health of our nation.

Piece of my heart always beats for IAP where I contributed for 25 long years. every rung of the ladder I climbed with ardour and diligence and now I stand worthy of recognition and stature to contest for the vice president central zone 2019 Central a year beat.

As a faculty and now heading the largest Pediatric department of the country catering to volumes of sick children over 25 years my experiences with academic Stalwarts the committed Faculty Junior enthusiasts has helped me envision the vitals of academically structured body that encompass the
Pediatric advances and explorations to prune the young minds.

I never trailed on workmanship and all my friends across have strengthened my spirit for sustained and persistent performance.

I have the moral courage to make my actions consistent and no hurdles hacked my vision to work incessantly for glorious Body.

I adhere to democratic principles and process hence your vote in my favour shall endorse my dedication.

I thank you all for the trust bestowed upon me and let’s join hands to help the frail realize their dreams.

Dr. N. Ravi Kumar

Professor of Pediatrics,
Niloufer Institute of Women & Child Health
Lakidi-ka-pol Red Hills, Hyderabad 500004

APCP organizing secretary (APPA)
Chief organizing secretary of “APCPEDDICON2016”

Assistant Editor-in-chief of Asia Oceania Journal of Paediatrics & Child Health (AOJPCH)

mobile: +91 9490919293 same for “WHATSAPP”
skype raviravi5742

Mail ID: ravik1961@yahoo.com

DR. JAYDEEP CHOUDHURY

VICE-PRESIDENT (EAST ZONE)

I have been active in various spheres of IAP for 15 years. The esteemed members are acquainted with my academic, administrative and organizational abilities. At this stage of my academic career I feel I can devote time for the cause of IAP. I solicit your support as candidate for Vice President (East Zone) 2019.

The following are the highlights of my career during my association with IAP in various capacities.

Academics:

• Convener, IAP ACVIP 2015-16
• Member, IAPCOI 2007-08
• National Scientific Coordinator, IAP Action Plan on All About Fever 2018-19
• Convener, Comprehensive Pediatric Infectious Disease Course, IAP ID Chapter

• Master trainer: IAP Practical Vaccinology Course, Monsoon Maladies, EPID, Standardization of Pediatric Office Practice (SPOP), Standardization and Computerization of Pediatric Office Practice (SCOPP), Problem Solving in Pediatric Infectious Diseases (PSPID), Poor Scholastic Performance Program (PSPP), Science of Vaccinology (SOV), Advancing Science of Vaccinology (ASOV), RTI-GEM

• Regular faculty in National, Zonal and State Conferences and CMEs

Publications:

• **Author of books:**
  (i) Clinic Consult: FUO, 2018
  (ii) Clinic Consult: Malaria, 2016
  (iii) Clinical Protocols in Pediatrics, 2015
  (iv) Pediatric Infectious Diseases, 2012
  (v) Approach to Pediatric Emergency, 2011
  (vi) Clinical Pediatrics Companion, 2005

• **Editor and contributor of books:**
  (i) IAP Textbook of Pediatrics, 2016 and 2019
  (ii) IAP Algorithm in Pediatrics, 2016
  (iii) Textbook of Pediatric Infectious Diseases, 2013 and 2018
  (iv) Behavioral Problems in Children and Adolescents, 2014
  (v) FAQs in Pediatric Infectious Diseases, 2014
  (vi) Pearls in Pediatrics, 2017
  (vii) Treatment and Prognosis in Pediatrics, 2013

• **Section Editor and contributor:** Post Graduate Textbook of Pediatrics, 2016 and 2018

• **Contributor in books:** Multidrug Resistant Pediatric Infections, Clinical Grand Rounds in Pediatric Infectious Diseases, Vaccines at Doorstep and in Pipeline, Common MDR Infections in Children: Typhoid, Tuberculosis, Malaria, Pediatric Infectious Diseases, FAQs on Vaccination, Textbook of Vaccinology, Partha’s Fundamentals of Pediatrics, and others.

• **Papers published in Indexed Journals:** National and International

• **Editor-in-Chief:** Indian Journal of IAP GDBP Chapter, The Child and Newborn of IAP West Bengal

Organizational activities:

• Secretary IAP Infectious Diseases Chapter: 2014-15


- Secretary IAP GDBP Chapter: 2018-19
- Secretary West Bengal IAP: 2012-13
- Joint Secretary Central IAP: 2012
- Organizing Secretary Golden Jubilee PEDICON 2013, Kolkata

**Awards:**

- FIAP
- Purbanchal Pioneer Award of IAP East Zone

---

**DR SHYAM S SIDANA**

**VICE-PRESIDENT (EAST ZONE)**

**Academic Qualifications**

1. MBBS, RMCH 1989
2. MD (Paediatrics), RMCH 1994
3. Trained as intensivist at Sir Ganga Ram Hospital, New Delhi and PGI Chandigarh

**Experience**

1. Director and Consultant Paediatrician, PEDICARE, Ranchi
2. Senior visiting consultant BALPAN Children’s Hospital, Ranchi
3. Visiting Paediatrician Astha mother and child care Hospital, Ranchi

**Awards/Medals**

1. *Awarded FIAP*, 2013
2. ‘*Pioneer Award*’ by the East Zone Coordination Committee of IAP, 2007
3. ‘*Vishisht Chikitsa Medal*’ by Chest College of Physicians, New Delhi, 1995
4. Felicitation by *Arjun Munda*, then *Chief Minister, Jharkhand* for contribution to healthcare services, 2003
5. Felicitation by ‘*Ajay Makan*’, then central state and urban development minister, for excellence in the field of medicine, 2008

**Contribution towards IAP**

1. Member, *Executive Board*, 2014 and 2017
2. *National trainer* EPID module, NRP, monsoon maladies, SOS Hope module etc.
3. Immediate past *Vice President, IAP Jharkhand*
4. Immediate Past Zonal Convener, Upper airway module
5. **Founder member, IYCF Chapter of IAP**

6. East zone Co-ordinator Pediatric Intensive care 2007-08

7. Member Neonatology Chapter, IAP infectious disease chapter, Child Abuse N Neglect(CANCL), adolescent chapter, intensive care chapter etc.

8. Past Secretary, Jt. Secy. and treasurer IAP Jharkhand and IAP Ranchi Other Contributions towards Healthcare:
   1. **Jt. Secy. IMA Ranchi**
   2. Press releases *(highest in the history of Ranchi IAP)* for ORS. Diarrhoea, seasonal diseases and IAP activities
   3. **Treasurer IMA Ranchi 2006**
   4. Member NNF
   5. Participant in the immunization study carried out by IAP in collaboration with Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and Emory University, Atlanta

5. Member Indian Medico-Legal and Ethics Association (IMLEA)

**Publications**

1. Proceedings of various conferences of state and East Zone Coordination Committee of IAP
4. **Multiple publications** in various journals such as Indian Pediatrics, Journal of East Zone Pediatrics and Jharkhand State IAP journals.

**Role at National and International conferences.**

1. **Convener and Joint Secy., East Zone PEDICON 2012**
2. Active **organizer, National Critical Care conference 2002**
3. Speaker/Chairman for multiple sessions in various PEDICONs

**Motto**

I am someone who has the courage to call a spade a spade. I stand for an academic, transparent and progressive IAP and will work to achieve that to the best of my capacity.

Dr. Shyam Sunder Sidana

M.D., FIAP
DR REKHA HARISH
VICE-PRESIDENT (NORTH ZONE)

- Graduate & Postgraduate from KGMC Lucknow, Professor & HOD Pediatrics GMC Jammu.
- Teacher for 30yrs; External-examiner for MBBS, DCH,MD,PhD.
- Reviewer for various national & international journals. 45 publications in Journals, Author & Section Editor in few Textbooks
- Divisional-coordinator for IAP-PG-Quiz, Local-Coordinator IAP-UG-Quiz
- Introduced Pre-service-IMNCI during MBBS.
- Started Pediatric-Asthma follow-up-clinic GMC
- Chief-coordinator Hemophilia & Thalassemia-Day- Care Centre Jammu.
- Executive Board Member-CIAP in 2010, 2012.
- Ex- President IAP- Jammu.
- Awarded FIAP in 2013.
- Received ‘Women Achievers’ recognitions from Jammu Rotary Club
- Received ‘Women Achievers’ Award in Beti Bachao Beti Padhao Programme J&K State.
- Nominated Brand Ambassador for the above Programme.
- Nominated National Convener for IAP Task Force for Prevention of Obesity & Life Style Disorders for 4 years, during which the salient contributions were:
  a) Designed workshop on Healthy Life Style & conducted as a Pre Conference Workshop PEDICON 2015 for Children, Parents, Administrators & Pediatricians
  b) CIAP started “IAP Healthy Life Style Day” celebrations in 2013 & is celebrated by branches of IAP throughout the country since then.
  c) Drafted Letter on behalf of CIAP to Union Health Minister for awareness regarding alarming rise of Epidemic of Childhood Obesity & actions desired by IAP at various levels
  d) Quoted in Readers Digest Feb 2013, besides other leading newspapers.
  e) Published module on “Management of Childhood Obesity:Indian Perspective”
  g) Nominated Expert to panel formed in the PIL filed by Uday Pai foundation seeking ban of Junk food in and around schools in Delhi High court. Later was nominated its Chairperson also. The PIL was successful.
  h) Published document titled “Junk Food Targeted at Children” along with CSE Director. It is available at CSE website & contains analysis & Scoring of Junk foods available, Food labelling and School Canteen Menu guidelines.
- Invited by Centre for Science & Environment Delhi for sensitisation of All India Media Professionals for False/ Tall Misleading Media claims by Food industry Dec 2015. Quoted in Telegraph, Herald & Deccan Chronicle etc.
Project coordinator for IAP AAP – NCD Child School Advocacy Programme held in 5 cities
Member IAP Committee for Nutrition Advocacy 2018-19.

DR PRAMOD SHARMA
VICE-PRESIDENT (NORTH ZONE)

M.B.B.S, M.D.(Paed),FIAP

Designation: Professor and Head, Department of Pediatrics, Dr SN Medical College, Jodhpur

Served in IAP as President of Rajasthan State IAP for two years 2012 and 2017 and as President of IAP Marwar branch for 3 years in different terms.

Served in Central IAP as EB Member for 2 Years 2013,2016,
Got several Awards in IAP. Active Pediatrician Award 2012, Quiz master award, FIAP Award 2016

Occupied various posts in NNF.

Achievements- Quiz Master in college for over 25 years, Divisional coordinator IAP UG Quiz for 5 times and national quiz master for 3 years in a row.

Interest – Thalassemia

Attended three international conferences, got 3 international papers and presented papers in Malaysia, Hong Kong and Greece.

Catering to over 500 thalassemic children.

Examiners- To various national universities including Delhi, Gujarat and UP.

AUTHOR-

Three chapters in various books.

Publications- 5 international journals and over 50 articles in peer reviewed journals

Served - On editorial boards of IP, IJP and IJPP in different years

Address; 115 Roop Nagar, Paota C Road, Jodhpur

Cell : 9929744666., Res ; 02912535387., Hospital: 02912435730

Mail : drpramodsha@hotmail.com
DR SHRINATH B MUGALI

VICE-PRESIDENT (SOUTH ZONE)

IAP MEMBER SINCE 1990. FELLOW OF IAP.

Practicing Pediatrician in Hubli for past 35 years.

Owner of sneh children hospital 35 bed exclusive tertiary care pediatric hospital, established in 2000.

President IAP Karnataka—2007.

President IAP Karnataka Critical care chapter.

Vice president IAP Karnataka inf ds chapter.


Awarded best paper award for practicing pediatrician in Karnataka state annual conference.

Awarded as DHEEMANTA NAGARIKA DURING RAJYOTSAVA CELEBRATIONS BY HUBLI- DHARWAD. MUNICIPAL CORPORATION MAYOR.

Organising chairperson 37 KARPEDICON to be held in DHARWAD on 12, 13, 14 OCTOBER 2018.

Organising Secretary Karnataka Annual State Conference 1996.

Organised South pedicon in 2007 in Hubli.

DR KAMLESH K SHRIVASTAVA

VICE-PRESIDENT (WEST ZONE)

Dear IAPians,

I am, Dr. Kamlesh Shrivastava, practicing pediatrician and Neonatologist at Mumbai. I have been associated with central IAP as A.A.A. as well as President, Secretary, Treasurer of IAP Mumbai.

The positive change in any organization is an indication of progress. I am sure being in an organization, it easy to bring positive change rather from outside.

I am contesting for the post of Vice President West zone central IAP, please VOTE for me.

Thanking you in anticipation for support.

Yours Faithfully,

Dr. Kamlesh Shrivastava, Mumbai
DR SATISH V PANDYA
VICE-PRESIDENT (WEST ZONE)
MD, FIAP, PGDAP, PGDGC

Age: 60 years

Designation: Consultant Pediatrician and Counselor, Vadodara, Gujarat

IAP Posts held:
- National Sec. and Chairperson IAP CMIC (Computer Chapter)
- Jt. Sec. ID Chapter
- Member ACVIP
- National Convener: Art and Science of Pediatric Practice ASPP
- National Chairman and Convener: IAP Committee for Protection of Child Consumer and IAP Pharmacology Cell
- President IAP Gujarat
- Convener IAP Gujarat programs SAMVAD, IMPACT,TRUMPS
- Jt. Sci. Chairman Pedicon 2019

Awards:
- FIAP

Academic Activities:
- National Faculty - several Pedicons
- Faculty - several State Annual Conferences (Gujarat, Maharashtra, UP etc.)
- National Faculty for IAP chapters like IDC, CMIC, Respiratory and Adolescence Health Academy
- Trainer and contributor: IAP programs like ATM ASK IAP,SCOPP, SPOP ,ESPID, EPID, AAF, IDCON, Vaccindicon, COPP, ASPP, Vaccinology, STRIDE, RAP, PVC
- Chapters in books on subjects like Vaccinology, Infectious Diseases , and Social Pediatrics
- Reviewer and Guest Editor - IJP
- Teaching REBT (Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy) to Post Graduate Students at M S University at Vadodara

Organizational Activities
- Convener,Chairman or Org Sec of several local, state and national conferences CMEs and Updates
Areas of Interest

• ID and Vaccinology
• Rational Therapy
• Practice Management
• Computers in Clinical practice
• Adolescent medicine
• Counselling

Other Associations

• Founder Sec. and President NNF Gujarat State
• Org. Sec. National Annual Convention of NNF in 1993
• Secretary and Editor of Society for Rational Therapy

Why should you vote for me for the post of Vice President- West Zone Central IAP?

I have a long association of more than 25 years with IAP at local, state and national level. My contributions towards advocacy for child care and academics have given me strength to carry forward the objectives of IAP. The times have changed. There is more to leadership than academic excellence. IAP is in need of leaders who can take a stand and raise voice for the wellbeing of organization and its members. We need leaders who can carry forward several agendas lined up in field of academics and advocacy. It requires leaders with courage of conviction. Thanks.

DR K RAFIQ AHMED

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (ANDHRA PRADESH)

M.D

Consultant pediatrician
Kurnool Rainbow multispeciality hospital
Kurnool

• Graduated from Kurnool Medical college.
• Postgraduation from SV Medical college Tirupati in 1998.
• Awarded Dr Indira Bai gold medal, Best thesis award and Best outgoing student in pediatrics
• Ex Associate professor of pediatrics Kurnool Medical college kurnool
National faculty for PALS, NRP, ATM, GEM, BPICC and PG teacher for DNB Pediatrics
Ex EB member of CIAP for the year 2017 and Secretary of IAP Kurnool district branch

DR SAILENDRA KUMAR DAS
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (ASSAM)

Dr. Sailendra Kumar Das, presently residing at 4 C, Century Apartment, GS Road, Ganeshguri, PO. Sachivalaya, Guwahati – 6, Assam. Ph-9864061408

Email-drskdped@gmail.com

Born to Mr Keshab Chandra Das and Mrs Nirmala Das of Barpeta Town, Barpeta Dist, Assam.

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION:
1. Passed MBBS in 1989 from Assam medical college and hospital, Dibrugarh, Assam
2. Passed MD in pediatrics in 1995 from Guwahati Medical College and Hospital, Guwahati, Assam

EXPERIENCES:
1. Did junior residency at Kasturba hospital, new Delhi in the department of pediatrics and got heavy exposure to neonatology and developed interest in pediatrics and decided to do only pediatrics practice in future.
2. Currently doing private practice in pediatrics for last 23 years. Presently attached to Nemcare Hospital as senior consultant and Composite Hospital, CRPF, Guwahati on contractual basis as pediatrician.

RESPONSIBILITIES:
2. Treasurer IAP Assam state branch for consecutive two years-2016-17 & 2017-2018

AWARDS:
Received best state branch award in category: state with 201-350 members for two terms while treasure of Assam state branch.

MEMBER OF PROFESSIONAL BODIES:
1. Life member of IAP
2. Life member of NNF
3. Life member of IMA

DECLARATION:
I do hereby declare that the statements made above are true to the best of my knowledge.

Dr. Sailendra Kumar Das.
DR SANTANU DEB

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (MEGHALAYA)

MD (Pediatrics)
Senior Consultant & HOD Pediatrics
Nazareth Hospital, Shillong - 793003
Executive Board member of CIAP 2018
IAP member since 1997 (started as a student member)
IAP membership number: L/2000/D - 527
Past Treasurer and President (2007) of IAP Meghalaya State Branch
Past Scientific chairperson East Zone Academy of Pediatrics
Present Joint Secretary East Zone Academy of Pediatrics
Organizing Secretary 24th East Zone Pedicon 2017
State Academic Coordinator NRP FGM Project
North East coordinator of IAP ALS BLS
Zonal Convenor (East) of United Airways module 2018

Life member of -
IAP Respiratory Chapter
IAP Growth, Development & Behavioural Pediatrics Chapter
IAP Critical Care Chapter
IAP Infectious diseases Chapter
IAP Gastroenterology Chapter
National Neonatology Forum
Indian Medical Association

Trainer/ Instructor/ Faculty for -
NRP FGM
Advanced Life Support - Basic Life Support
Asthma Module
TB Module
Development for all - Cradle to Crayons
GEM course
NDD module
United Airways module
STRIDE
ADEX module

Academic
DNB teacher since 2007
Several research publications in indexed journals
Dear Colleagues

I am thankful to you all for giving me opportunity to serve the IAP even being a rural district branch member.

I will like to draw the attention of respected leaders on some of the following agendas in the Central Executive Committee.

Work for increasing syncronisation with IMA at district level and give constructive support to clinical establishment act etc.

Work for rationalization of fees in NICU and PICV and evolve an ethic to minimize assault on members or their establishments.

Discussion on Ayushman Bharat

HFC structure to be redefined and fixed for next five years and usually it should not be more than 7 thousands.

CC meeting should be held at each zone (4) level eg four CEB meeting every year.

Endorsement money should be spent on the welfare of members and society and avoid for membership of foreign Medical Association where lacs of money are given for the membership.

All committee formation should be in consultation with CEB members to increase their work efficiency.

Zero tolerance to corruption and should go for black & white income – expenditure report.

This message may kindly be discussed in EB and GB meetings.

Dr. Shashi BP Singh

Member Central Executive, IAP -2019
DR ARUN KUMAR SHAH
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (BIHAR)

MD, DCH

- Fellow of Royal College of Physician, London
- Fellow of Indian Academy of Pediatrics
- Fellow of Indian Academy of Medical Specialities
- Fellow of IMA College of General Practitioners.

How has the candidate made significant impact on the service in the field of their appointment?

- He has set highest standard of Ethical and Rational paediatric practice in North Bihar as leading consulting Paediatrician since 1984 after having done his post graduation MD, DCH in 1984
- He has been passionate in voluntary Community Health Services by organising several free child health check up camps and free vaccine camps in rural areas and government schools in periurban and Rural Areas since 1985. That included free medical services, free distribution of medicines and Hepatitis B vaccines to thousands of children.

- As a state academic coordinator Neonatal Resuscitation Programs CENTRAL Indian Academy of Paediatrics. He has trained close to 4000 doctors and paramedics in NRP District provider course ‘the essential components of new born care’ in 62 Courses conducted in 25 districts in BIHAR since Jan 2012 so far with an aim to bring down morbidity and mortality in under five children.

DR CHHAYA HARNARAIN SAMBHARYA
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (CHANDIGARH)

MBBS, DCH, PGDDN, FCDEI

Developmental & Behavioral Pediatrician
Adolescent Health Expert
Child Rights Expert

Dr. Chhaya is a Developmental and Behavioral Pediatrician. She is Director, ASHA, Centre for Autism and Intellectual Developmental Disorders, Chandigarh. She is a visiting consultant (Adolescent Health Expert and Developmental Pediatrician) at Max Super Speciality Hospital, Mohali.

1. Graduation - Datta Meghe Institute of Medical Sciences, Wardha, Nagpur University, 1996.
2. PG Diploma in Pediatrics (Diploma in Child Health) – Govt. Medical College and Hospital, GMCH, Nagpur University 2003.
3. Pediatric Neonatal Intensive Care Training at Suretech Hospital, Nagpur 2004-2006
4. PG Diploma in Developmental Neurology (PGDDN) - Kerala University of Health Sciences at
Thiruvanathapuram, 2008.


7. Received the prestigious State Commendation Award in 2013, by hands of Hon’ble Governor of Punjab, Shri Shivraj Patil, for commendable contribution in the field of Social Service for children with disabilities.

8. Active Participation in Programs of Indian Academy of Pediatrics
   - National E.B Member, Chandigarh, Indian Academy of Pediatrics, 2018
   - National Coordinator, IAP Fellowship in Developmental & Behavioral Pediatrics 2018

DR KIRAN MAHKIJA
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (CHATTISGARH)

PASSED MBBS FROM PT J N M MEDICAL COLLEGE RAIPUR,CG(1998)
DONE MD FROM SS MEDICAL COLLEGE REWA MP(2001)
DOING PRIVATE PRACTICE,RUNNING PEDIATRICS NURSING HOME AND GIVING SERVICES TO SOCIETY SINCE 2002

HIGHLY INCLINED TO SERVICES FOR THALASSEMA PATIENTS,RUNNING A PRIVATE DAY CARE CENTRE FOR THOSE PATIENTS,DONE NUMERUOS CHARITY HEALTH CAMPS AND THALASSEMA MINOR DETECTION CAMPS IN VARIOUS REGIONS OF CG . GENETIC COUNSELLING REGARDING DISEASE IS PROVIDED FREE OF COST TO FAMILIES OF SUFFERER AND CARRIERS,

ATTACHED TO NGO, SINDHU SEWA SAMAJ GIVING SERVICES TO POOR,DISEASED AND NEEDY PERSON IN RAIPUR

I AM MEMBER OF CENTRAL IAP SINCE 2005 AND GIVING SERVICES TO IT IN RAIPUR,CG AND NOW FIRST TIME IN CENTRAL EXECUTIVE BOARD . I ASSURE TO BE DEDICATED AND HONEST WORKER OF IAP .

RECIPIENT OF BEST IAP BRANCH AWARD BY CGAP IN 2007,11 DURING SECRETARYSHIP AND PRESIDENTSHIP RESPECTIVELY,ALSO RECIPIENT OF MANY AWARDS FROM CENTRAL IAP AS FIRST,SECOND IN VARIOUS SOCIAL ACTIVITIES,OVERALL BRANCH FROM CENTRAL IAP DURING SECRETARYSHIP IN CGAP OFFICE.

RECIPIENT OF “PRESIDENT CHOICE AWARD” FROM STATE IMA OFFICE FOR WORK IN NAXAL AREA WORKSHOP FOR ZINC AND DIARRHOEA MANAGEMENT. AND OF “CERTIFICATE OF EXCELLENCE” FROM GOLDEN BOOK OF WORLD RECORD ,WORKING FOR MOST PEOPLE LEARN THE PREPARETION OF ORS IN CG IN 2014.
DR LN TANEJA

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (DELHI)

Sr Consultant, Max Super Specialty Hospital, IP Extension, Delhi 110092, 011-43033333

EB member for CIAP from Delhi 2018

Founder Chairman, IAP BLS group

Secretary, Infectious Disease chapter, Delhi and NCR

EB member Pediatric Respiratory Society, Delhi

Former, EB member, East Delhi Pediatric Forum

Former, Secretary, IAP East Delhi city Branch

Former President, IAP East Delhi city Branch

National Convener, IAP PALS group, 2011-12

National Chairman, IAP BLS Golden Jubilee year program 2013-14

National Convener of IAP BLS group 2015-17

Contributions to the CIAP

Designed the IAP Basic life Support Courses including certificate courses, mass awareness programs and instructor course.

IAP ALS BLS website

Member of IAP website committee 2018

Faculty / trainer in IAP programs

Instructor for RTI-GEM (Respiratory tract Infections- Group Education Module)

Trained at first EPI-VAC of the IAP Infectious Diseases Chapter

Trainer for “Rational Antibiotic Practices” program of the IAP

Trainer for “Promotion of Emotional Intelligence in Children-Level I” of the IAP

Trainer for Asthma Training Module of the IAP,

Trainer for IAP GEM courses

Trainer for IAP – Monsoon maladies,

Trainer for IAP – HOPE,

Trainer for IAP – Appropriate Pediatric Therapeutics,

Trainer for IAP HOPE-SOS

Invited as a speaker at National Conferences of the IAP
DR DEVENDER GABA
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (DELHI)

MD Pediatrics, Did MD Peds from Maulana Azad Medical college) and joined CHS Delhi worked in Government set up for 14 years and started own Pediatric practice at Janak Puri. Worked in different capacity in IMA, PEDICON 16, IAP DELHI West city and PCNI from 2015/16/17. Presently working as chief consultant pediatrician and neonatologist at Genesis Hospital situated in Janak Puri New Delhi. Also as Director of Mother and child hospital (Genesis Hospital West Delhi)

DR AJAY GAMBHIR
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (DELHI)

M.D. (Pediatrics) & M.D. (C. Med.) DHA, FIAP, FIAMS, FNNF,
Secretary NNF(2011/12), President NNF (2015-16)
Vice president & jt sec CIAP(2007/8-2016/17)
Secretary, Chair Academy Medical science, jt sec & Finance SEC (IMA HQ) from 2008-2014
Neonatologist, clinical epidemiologist with Innovation, advocacy and strong commitment to quality, equity and accountability.


- Ultrasound Training from INMAS in 1998
- Trained in Neonatalogy from Elizabeth Garnett Hospital, GOSH, Camper Down and in paediatrics metabolic and Endocrine disease-2001
- Many publication in national Generals and Chapters reviews forward return in many books

ALWAYS ACTIVE IN ACADMIC & ACTIVISM
DR AM KOSSAMBE
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (GOA)
MD, DCH, FCPS
MBBS ... 1977
DCH ... 1981
MD ... May 1983
FCPS ... Oct 1983
Senior Paediatrician at Hospicio Hospital till 1990
Consultant Paediatrician at DR KOSSAMBE CHILD CLINIC from 1990 till date.
Hospital Attachments :
• Infant Jesus Nursing Home
• Dr Lawende Hospital and Research Centre
• Classic Hospital and NICU
• Horizon Hospital
• Aster Hospital and NICU
• Royal Hospital and NICU

DR DHANANJAY R SHAH
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (GUJARAT)
1. Life Member of Central IAP since 1987. Honoured as a FELLOW – IAP in 2006.
2. CHAIRMAN – Family Benefit Society since April 2014. Spearheading this Welfare Initiative of Central IAP since 2011, initially served as its Vigilance Officer.
3. MEMBER – IAP FINANCE COMMITTEE for 15 years from 2001 to 2015. Currently as an ADVISOR in this Committee.
4. Executive Board Member – Central IAP for 2 terms, 2001 and 2012.
5. CONVENOR of the National Essay Competition - MINDAPPLE brand, for two editions in 2006 and 2008. My brainchild and a novel literary concept.
6. STATE PRESIDENT of IAP – Gujarat in the year 1996.
8. Organising Chairman, Gujarat State IAP Conference held in 2005.

DR RAKESH L SHARMA
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (GUJARAT)

Practising Pediatrician Special interest in Pediatric infectious diseases and intensive care
Visiting Asst Professor at UN Mehta cardiology institute, Ahmedabad Secretary AOP Gujarat 2012/13
Organising secretary GIAPCON 2012

DR CHETAN B SHAH
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (GUJARAT)

Dr. Chetan B. Shah is a Senior Consultant Pediatrician of Surat. I am Chief Pediatrician and Neonatal
Consultant at Anand Children Hospital, Surat which is a largest private pediatric hospital in Gujarat.
Anand Children Hospital is Level III Pediatric hospital with fellowship programs in Neonatology.

I have held following posts in IAP:
• President – Surat Pediatric Association 2008
• President – Academy of Pediatrics, Gujarat 2012
• EB Member – CAIP 2016
• EB Member – AOP Gujarat 2006, 2007
• Finance Committee Member CIAP 2016
• Chaired and convened many National subspecialty conferences and State conferences.
• Coordinator for Human Milk Bank at SMIMER Hospital Surat since 2008

Vision:
• To help President, Secretary and other office bearers of CIAP in carrying out different child health
  related activities across my state, Gujarat.
• To help office bearers to carry out Presidential action plan related activities across Gujarat state.
• To represent issues of AOP Gujarat members at CIAP.
• To work for benefit of Children of Gujarat at Large.
DR ANJANI KUMAR AGARWAL
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (HARYANA)

M.D. (Pediatrics)

Position held:
Members of IAP Haryana since 2004.
President IAP Sirsa
President IAP Haryana 2016
Hony Secretary IAP Haryana 2010
Hony Secretary NNF Haryana 2011-12
President IMA Sirsa 2016
President PPA Sirsa 2014
State coordinator of CAHO
State coordinator of NRP
Alumni of IIMA
BLS State coordinator

ORGANIZATIONAL POSITION
Organizing Secretary of Haryana CME in 2005.
Organizing Chairman of Annual Haryana State Conference in 2016
Organizing Secretary of Haryana State CME 2018
Organizing Secretary of CAHO Workshop on Infection Controle
Organizing IMA State Conference in 2006.

OTHER POSITIONS
Managing Director Sanjivani Multi & Super Speciality hospital, Sirsa
Managing Director of Acculab.

AWARDS
Best branch secretary of IAP Sirsa.
Best Branch Secretary of IMA Sirsa
Best Pediatrician Awards by Zee TV.
DR BALRAJ YADAV
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (HARYANA)

Dr. Balraj Singh Yadav is a dedicated physician committed to the social cause of improving delivery of healthcare to the rural population of India. He has been relentlessly trying to bridge the gap between the expertise and services available in the cities and rural area.

Present Positions in IAP:
• Honorary Secretary of the IYCF Chapter of IAP and Human Milk Banking Association of India.
• He was a former Member of State Advisory Committee for PC & PNDT.

Academic contributions:
- He has provided editorial services to various journals and has helped in drafting the National IAP guidelines on IYCF & Lactational Management Centers in Public Health Facilities.
- He has also written for many English and regional dailies to further the knowledge and awareness regarding common health related issues.

Award and Recognitions:
He has been facilitated for his exemplary work by various dignitaries, which include Smt. Sheila Dixit Delhi, Rao Narinder Singh Health Minister Haryana, Health Secretary Govt. of Rajasthan, President IAP & IMA, Municipal Corporation of Gurugram etc.

Appeal:
Balraj Singh Yadav is an honest, hardworking, compassionate and down to earth colleague who seeks your support to be nominated for the post of Executive Board Member (Haryana) for the Year 2019.

DR DINESH TOMAR
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (HARYANA)

My contribution to IAP is as follows:

1. Secretary, IAP ROHTAK 2010,2011.Rohtak branch won many awards in these years. I won best secretary award in 2010.
2. Haryana IAP state secretary 2011.conducted more than 100 programs and CME across state. Started IAP state Adolescent chapter. Also started NNF Haryana same year.
3. Worked as State academic coordinator IAPNRPFGM from 2011 to 2015. Conducted 6 TOTs in state and coordinated training of about 3000 personals across 20 districts in Haryana.
4. Haryana became first state to sign MOU with Government for training health care workers in NRP.
About 2000 personals trained in government sector.

6. Stared BLS programs for first time in India in 2012.
7. Master trainer of more than 15 programs in IAP like Basic NRP, Advance NRP, IAP Touch, IAP DEMP, Monsoon maladies, Adolescent in office practice, Managing difficult Adolescent, IAP Mission Uday, Emotional quotient, IAP Nutrition Program, Avoid Antibiotic Abuse, IAPVAC, EPIVAC, EPID etc.

Dr Dinesh Tomar,
MD, FIAP

DR MAHAVEER PRASAD JAIN
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (HARYANA)

Practicing since 1994 at Gurgaon
EB Member CIAP - 2009, 2016 & 2017
Joint Secretary CIAP - 2011
Vice- President CIAP - 2017
Actively involved in financial & Constitutional activities of CIAP
My goal is to establish transparency in financial matters, equitable distribution of programs and academic activities, chance to all to represent whosoever is deserving.

JAI HIND!
JAIN IAP !!
Thanks!
With most sincere regards.
Dr Mahaveer P. Jain
Gurgaon.
DR RAKESH C BHARDWAJ

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (HARYANA)

MD, FIAPPGC adolescent health

Member of IAP since last three and a half decade, life member since 1986 and awarded FIAP in 2015. Started kurukshetra branch in 1997 as secretary and held many posts including branch president and Haryana state president in 2011 and EB Member of CIAP in 2013 and 2018. National coordinator of IAP Touch in 2013-15. National trainer of a no of CIAP programs. Served as faculty in National Pedicon almost every year since 2013 onwards. Founder Editor of Haryana pedinews IAP Haryana. Medinews and Rotary Times and many souvenirs and books. organised many c m e and state conferences. Awarded many times in IAP and Rotary. Paul Harris fellow. My plans —— To recommend IAP membership to all Pediatrician colleagues and make IAP programs popular in the state. To work for betterment of child health and IAP as organisation.

DR HARINDER SINGH

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (PUNJAB)

Address - 8-A, Model Town Extension, Ludhiana, Punjab, India-141002


EXPERIENCE: Paediatric Consultant for last 20 years. EX HOD Paediatric at Guru Teg Bahadur Sahib Hospital, Model Town Ludhiana.

ADOLESCENT CONSULTANT, TEENAGE CLINIC, SKS NAGAR, LUDHIANA.


FELLOWSHIP: INDIAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS, 2011.

MEMBERSHIPS: LIFE member-Indian Academy of Paediatrics (IAP), Life member- Indian Maternal and Child Health Association. Life member – Neonatology Forum of India. Life Member AHA- IAP, IAP Intensive care chapter, ENVOIRMANTAL GROUP IAP.

NATIONAL TRAINER:- BASIC LIFE SUPPORT (BLS).PARENTING OF ADOLESCENT, DIFFICULT ADOLESCENT. ADOLESCENT OFFICE PRACTICE. STATE TRAINER :- NEONATAL RESUSCITATION PROGRAM(NRP).

DR ANIL SUD
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (PUNJAB)

I am Dr. Anil Sud, a practicing Pediatrician at Jalandhar. I did my post graduation in Pediatrics from Rajendra Medical College, Patiala in 1977. I am one of the founder members of IAP, Jalandhar. In 1986 we were only seven still we hosted the North West Chapter conference successfully at Jalandhar. In 2003 I took over as secretary of IAP, Punjab and led the branch actively bagging four best branch awards. I have been master trainer in a number of IAP Programme namely, NRP, Safe injection practices, SOPP, HOPE. I was awarded FIAP in 2005. I have also been a member of IAP Polio Eradication committee. In 2012 I was appointed member of the IAP Task Force on Control of Lifestyle disorders and have worked with full vigour in war against Junk Food at various platforms and we have represented IAP to press upon the Union Health ministry to have a check on the marketing of junk foods and some our efforts have been looked into. I am also Convener North Zone for IAP EPID Course. I will continue to work for the Children of the Nation

DR SANJEEV KUMAR DIGRA
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (JAMMU & KASHMIR)

MD, DCH
- Graduate and Postgraduate from Government Medical College, Jammu
- Did Short term training in Pediatric Hematology-Oncology from PGIMER Chandigarh
- Presently working as Professor in Department of Pediatrics, SMGS Hospital, Government Medical College Jammu
- Consultant I/C Pediatric Hematology-Oncology Ward
- Consultant I/C Thalassemia Day Care Centre
- Coordinator Pediatrics HIV-AIDS
- 18 publications in regional, national & international journals
- Divisional Coordinator for IAP Quiz for undergraduates since 2016
- Ex-Treasurer IAP J&K State Branch & IAP City Branch Jammu
DR UMA SHANKAR PRASAD
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (JHARKHAND)

DCH, M.D, Ph.D (Ped).
- Chief Consultant Neonatologist & Paediatrician.
- Professor of Pediatrics
- Pataliputra Medical College, Dhanbad (Jharkhand)
- Ex- Professor of Pediatrics Era’s Medical College Lucknow (U.P)
- Gouri Devi Medical college, Durgapur (West Bengal)
- Darbhanga Medical College, Darbhanga (Bihar)
- Examiner of M.D, D.C.H, Ph.D, Paediatrics
- Ex- President I.A.P. Jharkhand State 2017
- Chairman Raj Medical & Research Centre, Dhanbad

Address:-
Raj Children Hospital Housing colony Dhanbad, Jharkhand
Ph No:- 9431168778
E mail :- drusprasad.raj@gmail.com

DR BASAWARAJ M PATIL
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (KARNATAKA)

OFF: DEPT OF PEDIATRICS
M R MEDICAL COLLEGE, GULBARGA -585105
HOSP: CHINEMAYAGIRI MATERNITY AND CHILDREN HOSPITAL
NEAR A K R DEVI PU COLLEGE, M S K MILLS, GULBARGA-585103
PHONE NO: OFFICE: +91-8472 220307
HOSPITAL: +91-8472-254706 MOBILE: +919845289448
EMAIL ID: dr.basavarajpatil@gmail.com

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS:
MD (PAED) - M R MEDICAL COLLEGE GULBARGA 1999.

**SKILL EXPERIENCES**
- ASSISTANT PROFESSOR - DEPT OF PAEDIATRICS 1999-2009, M R MEDICAL COLLEGE, GLB
- ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR -2009-TILL DATE, M R MEDICAL COLLEGE, GLB

**ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES**

TEACHING EXPERIENCE - UG AND PG TEACHER- 19 YEARS

**IAP**

POSITIONS HELD IAP GULBARGA
- JT. SECRETARY IAP - 1996-1997
- SECRETARY IAP - 2003-2004
- VICE PRESIDENT IAP - 2013-2017

**CONFERENCES:**

State - KARPEDICON 2016 SHIMOGA
National - NNF CONFERENCE AT GURGAON DEC 2017

**INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE:**

1) SPOKE AT THE PLENARY SESSION OF 2ND INTERNATIONAL NEONATOLOGY ASSOCIATION CONFERENCE HELD AT VIENNA AUSTRIA FROM 15TH JULY TO 17 JULY 2016.
2) SPOKE AT 3RD INTERNATIONAL NEONATOLOGY ASSOCIATION CONGRESS AT LYON FRANCE FROM 7-9 JULY 2017
3) SPOKE AT 4TH INAC CONFERENCE AT GHENT, BELGIUM 22-24 JUNE 2018.

**DR HB MALLIKARJUNA**

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (KARNATAKA)

**MBBS, MD (PAEDIATRICS), DCH, IYCF, Prof. of Paediatrics, Ramaiah Medical College.**

Academic contributions:
RGUHS teacher – 23 yrs.
PUBLICATIONS: > 25 in International & National journals

PRESENTED > 10 PAPERS IN INTERNATIONAL & NATIONAL CONFERENCES

1st INDIAN STUDY, QUOTED BY WHO ON CAUSES & MANAGEMENT OF MASTITIS.

Best paper awards (1) PEDICON 2003, Raichur, 2) southNeocon 2010 Shivamoga.
3) @BELAGAVI 8th National IYCNCON 2018 on Exclusive BREASTFEEDING TWINS

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER of CIAP 2018

NATIONAL:

“DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD” FOR LIFE TIME SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CHILD NUTRITION DURING IYCN 2015 NEW DELHI 7-8 AUG 2015.

WBW CELEBRATIONS, INDIA

- BEST IYCF INDIVIDUAL AWARD 2007
- INSTITUTIONAL AWARD 2006,

Best district WBW award to Bangalore 2001-2003 (Hat trick)

SOUTHZONE

Dr. BOPAIH GOLD MEDAL FOR BEST PAPER 2006 @ BELGAUM.

IYCF BEST SUB SPECIALITY CHAPTER AWARDS

NATIONAL – 1ST PRIZE @PEDICON2017, BENGALURU, 2ND PRIZE @ PEDICON2018, NAGPUR –SOUTH PEDICON –2016- SHIVAMOGGA.

Vice President : 2016 Karnataka State, Bangalore IAP-BPS 2014 & 2015.

MEMBER 2007 & 2010, IAP-BPS

EB COMHAD INDIA CHAPTER – SECRETARY 2016 & 17
IYCF CHAPTER KARNATAKA – FOUNDER SECRETARY
EB MEMBER KARNATAKA RESPIRATORY CHAPTER 2016 & 2017, 2018 & 2019
DR RAGHUNATH CN
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (KARNATAKA)

BIODATA NOT RECEIVED

DR SUDHINDRASHAYANA R FATTEPUR
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (KARNATAKA)

MBBS, MD(PAEDIATRICS), FELLOW IN NEONATOLOGY ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PAEDIATRICS, KIMS, Hubballi Consultant Paediatrician and Neonatologist, Tatwadarsha Hospital Secretary and Treasurer of IAP DMG CHAPTER 2018 Karnataka State Academic Co-ordinator BNRCP Secretary of IAP Intensive Care Chapter Karnataka 2016 Joint Secretary NNF Karnataka State 2016 South Zone Coordinator of IAP DMG 2015-2017 Zonal Co-ordinator IAP Karnataka State 2016 Secretary of IAP Dharwad Districs 2011, 2012, 2014 Organizing Secretary Pedicriticon 2016 Treasurer ENRICHON-2014 and PEDIBLOOM Faculty for Advanced NRP, PALS, CPA, SOSHOPE, Minirespire, FIMNCI, FBNC, SBA, NSSK, United Airway

DR SHIMMY PAULOSE
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (KERALA)

Qualification- M. B. B. S, M. D (Pediatrics)

Started career as Pediatrician in 2005 from VMM Hospital, Perumbavoor and continues to work there to date.

Life Member of IAP since 2006 from IAP Madhya Kerala Branch.

As Organizer- Organizing Secretary of Neurocon Kerala 2009, South Pedicon 2011 and IDCON Kerala 2014

Office Bearer at IAP Madhya Kerala - Branch Secretary 2009 and 2011-2013 Branch President 2019

Office Bearer at State- State Treasurer 2011-12, Joint Secretary 2013-14 and State Secretary 2015-16 State Convenor of Training in Pediatric Protocols for Staff nurses IAP Kerala 2017-18 Secretary of IAP Kerala State Ophthalmology Chapter 2017-18

At National- National Executive Member 2018 Representative for IAP- Family Benefit Scheme [IAP-FBS] Member of IAP National E-voting Committee 2018.

Achievements- As Branch Secretary, IAP Madhya Kerala received FIRST PRIZE in BEST BRANCH AWARDS and other categories at National and State Level.

As State Secretary in 2015 received 7 National Awards including FIRST PRIZE in the BEST BRANCH AWARDS and 2016 received 9 National Awards including THIRD PRIZE in the BEST BRANCH AWARDS
DR ABRAHAM K PAUL
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (KERALA)

MBBS J.N. Medical College, Belagum, DCH CMC Hospital, Vellore, MD ,PGI Chandigarh.

Consultant Pediatrician Cochin Hospital since 1983. Served as Secretary, President IMA Cochin Branch and IAP Cochin Branch; Secretary, IAP Kerala; National Secretary and Chairman, IAP Chapter Neuro Developmental Pediatrics; Medical Director, Child Care Centre (Centre for Learning Disability) since 1995. Member Juvenile Justice Board (2006-2009).

Presented scientific papers in various State, National and International conferences and contributed scientific articles to various journals, print and electronic media on L.D, Newborn Hearing Screening.

Played lead role in Non Tobacco campaign, prevention of Noise pollution, Child begging eradication and Pre-primary education regulation. Conceived and implemented the successful “Centralized Newborn Hearing screening programme” for the first time in the country, in Cochin city in 2003. Conducted over hundred TOTs, workshops on Newborn Hearing screening throughout the country and presented papers at State, National and International Pediatric Conferences. Was nominated by WHO as ‘Lead Expert’ to implement the “Cochin model Newborn Hearing screening “ in South East Asia countries.


DR SANJIV SINGH RAWAT
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (MADHYA PRADESH)

Father’s Name: Mr O.S. Rawat
Date of Birth: 12 Aug, 1962

Address: Child Care Hospital
E-103,104 Bakhtawar Ram Nagar
Indore- 452018
M.P.

Contact No.: 0731-2498594, 2492261, 09424053805
E-Mail: mailmedrssrawat@rediffmail.com
Present Designation:
- Director Child Care Hospital Indore
- Hon Consultant at Apollo Hospital Indore & Greater Kailash Hospital Indore

Educational Qualification: MD Pediatrics, Devi Ahilya University Indore, in 1989

Courses attended: PALS Instructor, NRP provider, IAP Vaccinology, Childhood TB

Professional Standing
- Pediatric private practice since 21 years,
- Director Child Care Hospital- A Day care pediatric Hospital running since 12 years
- Attached as a visiting consultant at Greater Kailash Hospital & Apollo Hospital at Indore

Membership of professional bodies
- IAP
- Infectious disease chapter
- NNF
- Respiratory Chapter
- Critical Care Chapter
- Hemophilic federation of India, Indore chapter
- Cerebral Palsy Society of Indore

Teaching Experience
- Served as a lecturer at MGM Medical College, Vashi, New Mumbai for 1 year

Leadership Capabilities
- Central IAP Executive Board member from MP for the Year 2013
- Served IAP Indore as President in 2011
- Vice president HFI Indore branch 2005 & 2006

Organizational Capabilities
- Scientific Committee chairperson for PEDICON 2014
- Scientific Committee Chairperson NEOCON 2016
- Organizing Secretary RESPICON 2018

DR SUHAS B DHONDE
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (MADHYA PRADESH)
A life member of IAP for 22 years, I am one of the founder member of Gwalior Academy of Pediatrics. I was the Secretary and then the President of Gwalior Academy of Pediatrics in the year 2000 and 2008 on both of these occasion I received accolades for my work. I was the National Executive Member in year 2010. I was also the Vice President and then the President of MP IAP in the years 2006 and 2014. I’m the National Trainer for various programs Of CIAP including RTI GEM, Mission Uday, Mission Kishore Uday and NRP. I have also compiled a Directory of Pediatricians in MP which is district wise alphabetical collection of all Pediatricians of my state with each one included received a copy from me!!

I’m the President of Gwalior Academy of Pediatrics for this year 2018.

I seek your vote for one more time to allow me to work for our state as the National Executive Member.

DR ANAND S DESHPANDE

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (MAHARASHTRA)

MBBS, DNB(PEDIATRICS), DCH

Hon. Associate Professor in Pediatrics at B. J Government Medical College and Sassoon General Hospitals, Pune - since 1999

- Consultant Pediatrician at Deenanath Mangeshkar Hospital - since 2001
- Active in IAP of ,Pune - for more than15 years
- President - Indian Academy of Pediatrics, Pune - 2015
- EB Member, MAHA IAP - 2015
- UG and PG Teacher (MUHS, NASHIK & PUNE UNIVERSITY) - Since 22 years
- Joint Organizing Secretary - IVth MAHAPEDICON - 1993
- Organizing Secretary - 20th MAHAPEDICON - 2009
- Organized several State and National Sub- Chapter Conferences of IAP

PHOCON 2015,NCPID,GDBPEDICON
DR ATUL A KULKARNI

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (MAHARASHTRA)

Dear Friends,

I, DR ATUL A KULKARNI have been practicing in pediatrics and neonatology since 25 years at Solapur, Maharashtra.

Present Designation:

Director Vyankatesh Children Hospital.

In charge of NICU at Ashiwini Hospital.

Medical Director Ashiwini Hospital.

Assistant Professor, Dep.of Pediatrics at Ashwini Rural Medical College.

District coordinator IAP NRP Solapur.

National Trainer for CPID, PSPID, RAP, HOPE, NRP & Monsoon Melodies; EPID

Administrative Experience:

President, Solapur IAP, 1999

Organizing Secretary MAHA PEDICON, 2006

Vice President IAP Maharashtra, 2007

Executive Member IAP Maharashtra. (2007 to 2010 and 2012 to 2013).

Executive Board member, CIAP, 2014 & 2016.

Academic Experience:

Guest speaker at various conferences – State as well as National level-

Spoke on, “Rickettsial Fever –An Indian Experience” at International Forum of critical care medicine at Montreal, Canada 2011 and also at Pediatric Congress held at Philadelphia, USA, 2012.

I had the honor of delivering Dr. Marques Oration at CUTICON (Maharashtra State Skin, VD Conference) at Pune, 2011.

Peer reviewer of articles published in National and International journals.

Presented more than 30 papers and posters in State and National level conferences and won prizes.

Publications-

Published Papers and Articles in National and International Journals.

One of the Author -IAP Guidelines on Rickettsial Diseases in Children.
DR BAIG MM SHUJAAT BAIG

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (MAHARASHTRA)

Consulting Pediatrician and Neonatologist
Practicing at BEED since more than 10 years

Address : Shujaat Child Care, Balbhim Chowk, Beed (431122)
Contact No. : 9021232600
E-mail Address: mujahed2600@gmail.com

Awards :
IAP Beed Branch was honored for the first time with “The Best Branch” Award in 2017 At State Level & it is the first time that BEED has got Recognition at the Pedicon.
We Were Lucky to represent IAP Beed at National Level & Received 4 Awards at National Level During my Secretary Tenure.
As a Chairperson at Nagpur Pedicon 2018

DR GANESH L KULKARNI

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (MAHARASHTRA)

Respected Dear Seniors, Teachers & Friends,

Voting is Unpleasing yet Purposeful..!!

It’s not been a year in the CIAP office, and the campaign is up again for the forthcoming elections. Three EB meetings done so far in the last 9 months and attended every millisecond of them with the most attentive ears on the earth and understood what it means to be there.

The agenda for child health and rights, the soul of IAPians, was the key feature of every discussion. Unlike the past few years, when it just meant only politics and that took away the essence of IAP. You all made it possible for me to be the part of a true and selfless, active assembly of CIAP under the able Presidentship of Dr. Soans Sir.

Promises are made but the courage to keep them is my way to show the gratitude.

I promise, not to let you down any time in my life and accomplish all your dreams in IAP by complete dedication, sincerity and honesty. Indebted for the support and guidance from every IAPian during this journey.

Soliciting your wholehearted support in my candidature for the post of EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER, IAP – 2019.
DR PRASHANT S KUTE

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (MAHARASHTRA)

- Contesting for Executive Board Central IAP for Year 2019
- Secretary General MAHAIAP 2015-2016
- Treasurer MAHAIAP 2013-2014
- President Nasik IAP 2011-2012
- Secretary Nasik IAP 2006-2007

DR ANIL SHRIRAM RAUT

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (MAHARASHTRA)

I humbly present myself before you as a candidate for EBM-CIAP – 2019.

Since 1999, after finishing my training in pediatrics, I have been serving Eastern Maharashtra and remained a grass-root worker of IAP. The journey while serving you in IAP reposed me with your love and affection, as Secretary IAP-Nagpur in 2001; Hon. Secretary, PICC-Nagpur 2008 -2015; Org. Sec. International Conference on SEPSIS – 2010; Org, Secretary NCPID 2012; EB Member MahalAP 2012 and President IAP, Nagpur 2013.

I was witness of your love and affection as Org. Chairman of MAHAPEDICON 2013, the memories of which are still afresh in our minds. In year 2014, I was chosen by you as President - IAP Maharashtra. This year, I was Org, Secretary of PEDICON, Nagpur 2019.

As candidate of EBM, CIAP2019, I want to share the feelings of we pediatrician which need some soul searching.

*Is the UG & PG teaching keeping pace with the changing time and trends in pediatrics?*

* To create SOP based management of office based practice and indoor management.

* Rising violence and threat of litigation.

Kindly let me know your feelings and inputs which I can put forward to CIAP. Soliciting your whole-hearted support for my candidature.
DR SUCHIT S TAMBOLI
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (MAHARASHTRA)

Respected I.A.P. Friends,

➢ In 2017 I was Executive Member of Central I.A.P. and grateful for the same.
➢ Last year I passed Ph.D. Pediatrics to become First Ph.D. Practicing Pediatrician from M.U.H.S., Maharashtra.
➢ Ph.D topic “NEURODEVELOPMENTAL FOLLOW UP OF HIGH RISK NEW BORN”
➢ Conducted 55 workshops of Cradle to Crayon as a National Convener 2016-17.
➢ National Coordinator of Cradle to Crayon Early Intervention 2018-19.
➢ Chief Editor of Child Health Record and Parenting from Womb to Adolescent, second edition.
➢ Conducted more than 800 parenting lectures and workshops.
➢ Faculty at central and state IAP conferences since last 18 years.
➢ Faculty for Emotional Intelligence Module, Difficult Adolescent Module, Growth, Autism and Development Module by Central IAP.
➢ Member of IAP growth curve committee 2015.
➢ Organizing Chairperson of GDBPCON at Shirdi in 2012.
➢ Future plans are to organize teacher’s module for growth and developmental problems, to conduct behavioral module all over India.

I REQUEST YOU TO GIVE YOUR VALUABLE VOTE TO ME FOR EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER MAHARASHTRA OF CENTRAL IAP 2019.

DR SAMIR HASAN DALWAI
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (MAHARASHTRA, MUMBAI)

Developmental and Behavioural Pediatrician

Qualification

MBBS (Seth G. S. Medical College & KEM Hospital)

MD Pediatrics, DNB, DCH, FCPS (T. N. Medical College and Nair Hospital).

LLB (Jitendra Chauhan College of Law)
Attachments

- Hinduja HealthCare
- Nanavati SuperSpeciality Hospital
- Learning Disability Clinic at LTMG(Sion) Hospital and Medical College (2010-16).

Awards

- Government of India’s Rajiv Gandhi Manav Sewa Award for Services to Children- 2012
- IMA’s Emerging Star of Medicine (2011)

Trustee

► Yashwantrao Chavan Pratishthan, Mumbai
► New Horizons Institute of Education and Research
   - IAP Post Graduate Fellowship in Developmental Pediatrics
   - Post Graduate Diploma in Special Education (PGDSE) and Certificate Courses in Psychology in affiliation with the Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS) (www.newhorizonsindia.org)
► Dalwai Educational Trust
► Honorary Director - Prabodhan Generic Medicine Bank Consumer Society

Publications

- National IAP Guidelines
  1. Diagnosis and Management of Autism Spectrum Disorders
  2. Diagnosis and Management of ADHD
  3. Diagnosis and Management of Learning Disability
  5. Integrated Management of Severe Acute Malnutrition in India (2013)

- Presented papers at National (PEDICON since 2009) and International Conferences (New Mexico, USA, Beirut-Lebanon, Dubai, Sharjah, Abu Dhabi-UAE, Thimphu, Bhutan) and contributed many chapters to Journals and textbooks on the subject of Autism and other Developmental Disorders.
DR SK DEBBARMA
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (TRIPURA)

MD(Paediatrics),FIAP
Associate Professor, Paediatrics, AGMC, Agartala.

Training Experience:
Training on Nutrition Mohidal University, Thilland
Fellowship on Nutrition Republic of Indonesia and WHO
Fellowship in neonatology, AIIMS

Organizational activity:
Treasurer IAP Tripura 2003 to 2004
Secretary, IAP Tripura 2005 to 2006
President IAP Tripura 2015
Secretary , NNF Tripura 2012.
EB Member of CIAP for 2012, 2014 and 2016.
Member, Tripura Commission for Protection of Child Rights.
Member , National AEFI subcommittee .

Publications:
IJMB 17, No. 2 ; 2013A Hospital Based Retrospective Clinical Evaluation of Combined Ant-Malarial Therapy on the outcome of Plasmodium Falciparum Malaria cases in Young Hospitalized Tribal Children of Tripura:A three Years Study ; Dr.Sanjib K.Debbarma1, Dr.Debasish Roy
IJRMS, October 2016, Vol. 4,Issue 10 ,Page-1,Incidence of intracranial haemorrhage in lowbirth weight infants and its outcome :a hospital based prospective study,; Dr.Rajesh Dbbarma,, Dr.Asim Dey, Dr. Sanjib Debbarma
JNR, Vol. 6, No. 5-6, Dec 2016; A Study on Clinico-Biochemical Profile of Neonatal Seizure Dr.Dinesh Das, Dr.Sanjib K.Debbarma1,

Research Work:
Prevalence of neonatal sepsis with or without moderate to severe jaundice in a hospital setup at Agartala Govt.Medical College & GBP Hospital, Tripura.PI: Dr.Sanjib Kumar Debbarma
Intussusception in infants: Multisite hospital based surveillance in India. PI: Dr.Sanjib Kumar Debbarma for AGMC Site.
DR GOPABANDHU NANDA
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (ODISHA)

Educational Qualifications:
MBBS: MKCG Medical College, Berhampur, Odisha
MD (Pediatrics): VSS Medical College, Burla, Odisha

Working Experience:
• Senior Consultant Dept. of Pediatric & Neonatology Kalinga Hospital
• Consultant Pediatrician PEDICARE clinic since 15 yrs.

Indian Academy of Pediatrics (IAP) Activates:
Treasurer Khurdha District Branch of IAP 2004-2005
Joint Secretary East Zone Pedicon 2004
General Secretary IAP Orissa State Chapter 2005-2006
Co-organizing Secretary Pedicon 2008, Bhubaneswar 2008
President IAP – Odisha State Chapter 2009
Organizing Secretary – Pedigastro Conference 2010
Executive committee Member of CIAP 2011
Election Officer, IAP Odisha State Branch 2013... Continue
Chief Editor, OJP-IAP Odisha State Branch 2016... Continue
Organizing Secretary – IAP ID Conference 2017
Organizing Secretary – IMLEACON Conference 2017
Organizing Chairperson – VACCIODICON Conference 2017
Organizing Chairperson – VACCIODICON Conference 2018
Chairperson, Reception Comm-ODISHA NEOCON 2018
• Attended as faculty of IAP-ID Chapter, since of vaccinology, Fever modules and in various National and State Pedicons
• Published many articles in the State and National Journals
• Live Member IAP, IMA and NNF

(DR GOPABANDHU NANDA)
DR ANURAG SINGH
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (RAJASTHAN)

Senior Professor, Paediatrics, Dr. S. N. Medical College, Jodhpur
- Master Trainer and Course Director for IYCF-BPNI
- Master Trainer for paediatric Asthma-IAP
- State Academic Coordinator for IAP-NNF-NRP-FGM Project for the State of Rajasthan
- National trainer for NRP-Provider Course
- National Trainer MAA Program
- Author for father Support group, Relactation in chapters of IAP handbook on IYCF
- First author for many Scientific Research publications as detailed
- Principal Investigator for multicentric Project on Pneumococcal Disease
- Coordinator for UNICEF Regional Center of Excellence
- Founder VP. IAP Respiratory Chapter of Rajasthan IAP master Trainer on Asthma
- Numerous research publication
- Faculty for CPAP and Ventilation workshop at AIIMS Jodhpur

ADMINISTRATIVE

- Superintendent Of Umaid Hospital October 2013- July 2015
- Prof and Head of Department, Department of Neonatology June 2016 till date
- Unit Head, Department Of Paediatrics since September 2010 till Date
- Patron NNF Jodhpur
- Secretary IAP Marwar Branch
- President IAP Marwar Branch 2014-2015
- President Rajasthan State NNF-2015-16
- Member Executive Board of NNF as North Zone Representative
- Member Constitution Committee of NNF
- Incharge of FBNC and MTC at Dr S N Medical College for more than 10 years
- Incharge of DTTU and State Trainer for Millenium Project
- Coordinator for Regional Centre of Excellence for IYCF supported by UNICEF
DR BHAGWAN S SHARMA

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (RAJASTHAN)

- **Current Position**: Senior Professor, Head - Division of Pulmonology, Department of Paediatrics, SMS Medical College, Jaipur
- **MBBS & MD from S.M.S. Medical College, Jaipur University of Rajasthan**

**Academic Credentials:**
- Member Editorial board, IJP
- Member of task force Asthma IAP
- Member of scientific advisory Committee (MOH, GOI)
- Trainer and National faculty for following IAP modules
  - RTI Group Education
  - Asthma Training
  - Allergic Rhinitis
  - Management of Tuberculosis in Children
  - All About Fever

**Research and publications**: Published more than 25 papers in national and international journals and contributed many chapters in various books.

**National and State Faculty in N number of CMEs, Conferences and Workshops and also organized various CME, Workshop & Conferences in association with IAP**

**Professional bodies memberships and positions**
- Founder President, IAP Respiratory chapter- Rajasthan state
- Organising chairperson Pedicon-2011,
- Past President, IAP Rajasthan,
- Past secretary, IAP Rajasthan,
- Past President, IAP Jaipur,
- Past executive IAP Respiratory National chapter
- Life member IAP Respiratory chapter
- Life member IAP allergy immunology chapter
- Life member IAP Neurology chapter

**Memberships of social organizations:**
- Member of Rotary Club Jaipur Central
- Member of Rambagh Golf Club Jaipur
**DR RAMESHWAR L SUMAN**  
**EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (RAJASTHAN)**

Professor, Pediatrics, Balchikitsalaya, R N T Medical College, Udaipur (Rajasthan)

Graduated from S P Medical College, Bikaner (Rajasthan) in 1988 & post-graduation M D (Pediatrics) from S N Medical College, Jodhpur in 1993. Started carrier in medical college by joining as an assistant professor in 1996 at R N T Medical College, Udaipur and right now working as senior professor at same institute. Trained in PALS and NALS. National trainer for Facility based management of SAM and National Vector Borne Control Diseases (NVBCD). Trainer for IMNCI, F-IMNCI, NSSK, FBNC & IMAM programme. Published 20 articles in national and international journals out of which 11 are on malnutrition. Remains speaker in state and national conferences (Pedicon & Neocon) and chaired sessions in many conferences. Member of technical committee for Rajasthan government in CMAM and MAA (Mothers Absolute Affection) programme. Nodal officer for RBSK, JSSK and MTC's. Reviewer for many national and international journals. Presently working as coordinator for RCOE (Regional Centre Of Excellence) Udaipur supported by UNICEF. Served as president & secretary of local IAP branch and chairperson for scientific committee of state Neocon-2011 and Rajneopedicon-2014. Along with this associated with many NGO’s in the field of child health like child line.

**DR B RAMESH BABU**  
**EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (TAMILNADU)**

• Dr.B.RameshBabu hailing from Dharmapuri, a backward district of Tamilnadu.
• Instrumental in establishing IAP- DHARMAPURI branch in 2012.
• Held President, Secretary and Treasurer posts in IAP- DHARMAPURI
• Actively involved in getting many Central IAP Days Celebration awards for IAP-DHARMAPURI.
• Executive Board member of IAP-TNSC for three terms.
• Active Pediatrician award by IAP-TNSC in 2013.
• Presently Professor and HOD of Pediatrics in Govt. Dharmapuri Medical College Hospital, Dharmapuri.
• Instrumental in establishing NICU, PICU, NRC in Govt. Dharmapuri Medical College Hospital, well known to everyone in Government sector.
• Awarded Best Doctor in 2018 on Doctor’s day by Tamilnadu Government for service to rural
children of Dharmapuri District.

- Associate Editor for Pediatric Emergency Medicine Course (PEMC) book by Prof. Indumathy Santhanam, a reference book in management of Pediatric Emergencies.
- Contributed for Illustrated Text Book of Pediatrics and Pocket PEMC for Interns by Prof. Indumathy Santhanam.
- Convenor for PEMC in Dharmapuri District.
- Published many papers, of which research paper on Scrub typhus in children cited by many researchers.
- First time entrant for Executive Board Member post of Central IAP.
- Assure my level best services for Neonates, Children and Pediatric fraternity.

DR K MUTHUKUMAR
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (TAMILNADU)

Dear friends

Good morning. Soon after completing my MD attended the 12th annual state conference at Trichy and my association with IAP started from 1986. Became life member 1988 and a founder member of Trichy IAP. Hold the position of secretary and president for nearly 15 yrs and won the best district branch award successively for 2 yrs 1998 and 99. During the south pedicon 1997 I was the organizing secretary. During the south pedicon 2010 at Trichy I was the state president Elect and for the first time in the history of any medical conference passed resolutions in EB & GB. Given suggestions to Govt and made them as GO by following it with officials and politicians. Way back in 1999 got the active pediatrician award. Pioneer in asking for various norms for awards even in GB during 1998.

This time in 2018 GB also fraught for various resolutions to be given to Govt & MCI and got it cleared. To get it implemented I need my voice to be heard on your behalf at national level. I had been in Tamilnadu Govt service from 1979-2011. Now professor of pediatrics in Trichy SRM medical college. Requesting your full support for my candidature for central EB.
DR M SINGARAVELU
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (TAMILNADU)

MD., DCH., DNB., MNAMS., FIAP.,
Professor of Pediatrics, Sri SMVCH, Pondy.
President IAP TNSC 2013.
EB National executive body member, Central IAP 2015 &2016.
National EC member, Indian College Of Pediatrics.
Best Teacher Award by Tamilnadu Dr.MGR University 2011
Best Doctor Award by Government of Tamilnadu 2014
Dr.V.Balagopal raju Active Pediatrician Award 2002
Best Doctor Award TN state IMA 2016.
National trainer in IMNCI/PALS/NALS/NRP.
Best Doctor award by district collector in 2015.
PG/UG teacher – 15 years experience.

DR.APJ Abdul kalam Award – 2017 by Tamilisai Mandram Thanjavur
FIAP Award by Indian academy of pediatrics -2014

MAJ K NAGARAJU
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (TAMILNADU)

Prof. Major Nagaraju working as Prof. Dept. of Allergy & Clinical Immunology. Saveetha Medical College & Director for Fellowship Program in Allergy & Immunology at Saveetha University.
Visiting Paediatric Allergist, Apollo Children’s hospital & having his own allergy centre at Chennai.
Instrumental in starting IAP Allergy subspecialty chapter. Worked tirelessly in creating awareness about allergy through training programs.
Developed ARCTM and ADEX modules.
Started IAP Kancheepuram branch.
Founder treasurer of IAP adolescent chapter of Tamilnadu.
EB member, treasurer, 2 times Secretary, Vice President and President of the IAP TNSC. During his tenure several reforms done i.e. Secretary & treasurer from any part of the state (during Secretary) and did “
Honouring the Legends of IAP Tamilnadu” program.

Organising Secretary and Chairperson for conferences, CME’s and Workshops.

Served Journal Committee member IJPP for 8 years and National Advisory Board member for Indian Paediatrics,& Emergency Paediatric journal.


Contributed several Chapters in books of IAP and others.

Author of “Manual of paediatric Allergy” & Guest Editor of Journal of Indian medical Association and IAP book on Allergy.

Awarded FIAP, Vaidya Ratna.

DR NARMADA S
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (TAMILNADU)

Having graduated from the prestigious Institute of Child health & Hospital for Children, Egmore, I started my practice in Vellore from 2003 and went on to build my hospital along with my husband and friends. Though I have a successful practice, the desire to keep myself academically enriched made me to take up my membership exam of Royal college and also to do my specialisation in Allergy and Asthma from CMC, Vellore.

A new dimension to my personality opened up when I became an active member of IAP. Though I became a life member since 2006, I became active in IAP from 2012. I was selected to be the secretary of my IAP North Arcot branch that year and had held that post until 2015. Since then I have been consistently doing a lot of activities like community awareness programmes, free medical camps, orphanage visits and celebrating all the important weeks prioritised by central IAP.

With now a vibrant team at the central level, I thought I could contribute my part as a central EB member of my Tamilnadu state and do my part for the welfare of the Academy and hence for the children of our nation.

DR V SIVAPRAKASAM
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (TAMILNADU)

M.B.B.S D.C.H.,M.D.(Paed)., PGDAP,PGDN,FIAP

Designation: Senior Consultant Pediatrician &

Served in IAP as President of Cuddalore IAP and got all 5 Awards. As President IAP Tamilnadu in 2012 made the IAP vibrant and got 10 Awards. Conducted Doctors Training Program on PSPP Poor Scholastic Performance Program, Adolescent Care in Office Practice, and Pediatric Emergency Medicine Course in 2012.
Served in Central iAP as EB Member for 3 Years 2014, 2015, 2017

NRHM Trainer for Dyslexia, for RBSK Doctors in Tamilnadu and Teachers in Tamilnadu. Allotted 60 Training Programs all over Tamilnadu by the Government and now completed 12 at Cuddalore District. Prepared a Module for Doctors and Teachers. Designed a Tool, Tamilnadu Dyslexia Screening Tool TDST a Questionnaire with 64 Questions and a Kit. Conducted 3 days Camp in 2 Blocks in Cuddalore District and identified 84 Children with Dyslexia.

Vision 2020: To Identify all children with Dyslexia in our Nation with in the end of the year 2020 and to Provide free Remedial Measures with the help of Government, as LD is included in the Disability act.

Wants to conduct State Level TOT on Vision 2020 Dyslexia in all the States and to start LD center in all Medical colleges.

DR AJAY KUMAR

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (TELANGANA)

On encouragement and blessings of National leaders, friends & elder IAP members from Telangana, I am contesting as EB member of this young state. I humbly request you to support and vote for me to strengthen and consolidate the IAP further in its resurgence of good management.

My aim is to Increase academic spread with grass root members’ participation. Will get back more academic programs to all branches of T state. To help in distributing equitably savings of APCP Pedicon 2016, long pending, denying utilization of respective shares of stake holders.

Increase IAP membership of state & get 3rd seat of EB for CIAP. If elected with your vote, becomes eligible to go further, if call comes.

Positive contribution to IAP programs since 26 yrs. As President of TCB, President-elect AP, First President PATS, President NNF AP, Founder past Secretary, National FBS in Hyd. Chief Organizing Secretary APCP Pedicon 2016, records-breaking conference. Teacher to DNB students, Speaker at all levels, media contributor, Member editorial boards. Conducted 130 basic and advance NRP WS as Central /State Academic Coordinator IAPNNF FGM Project. Bestowed Fellow IAP.

Request you humbly to vote for me for T S EBM CIAP 2019.

Dr. Ajoy Kumar
DR ERUKULLA ARJUN
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (TELANGANA)

Dear IAPian
This is Dr. E. Arjun
Greetings to you all
I would like to offer myself as a contestant for EB member of CIAP for the year 2019. I request your wholehearted support and blessings to get me elected with overwhelming majority if election is warranted.
I would like to give a brief factual educational and professional profile of myself.
I did my schooling from the prestigious APRSS, Sarvail, did my intermediate from APRJC, Nagarjuna Sagar graduated from Jipmer Pondicherry ,and went on to obtain Pediatrics masters from the institute of child health, Niloufer Hospital.
I am blessed to have been mentored by the stalwarts of pediatrics at Niloufer Hospital. I am owning and managing successfully a 50 bedded hospital in Mehdipatnam
I became life member of CIAP in 1992 and since then actively involved in academic and organizational activities and programs of IAP in the Twin Cities, the State and centre.
I served as treasurer 2014, 2015 and now serving as hon. secretary for the second year of IAP TCB.
Hence I request you to keep me in your thoughts while choosing the right person to represent the cause of IAP TCB and state of Telangana at the centre.

DR K NARAHARI
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (TELANGANA)

I,Dr.K.Narahari., candidate for the post of EB member, representing Telangana state.
• ~M.D. (Ped) from O.M.C./Niloufer hospital (1986-89), Gold medalist in M.D.
• ~did govt service for more than 13 yrs in various positions
• ~Secretary of IAP, warangal district for 2yrs
• ~President of IAP, warangal district for 3 consecutive years
• ~ E.B.member of NNF...2016
• ~E.B.member of PATS (Pediatric Association of Telangana State) 2017

Regards
Dr.K.Narahari
DR S KRISHNA MURTHY  
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (TELANGANA)  

Dear Members  

The long-drawn association we had is a reckon of cohesion and a profound measure of trust. The fervor to walk extra mile for building blissful India was innate.  

It’s no clamor for position but a need for convergence that I stand as the contestant for the central executive member IAP.  

Cloned to the culture of social and scientific ensemble I am no debutant to the spirit of academy. The voice of Hyderabad was made felt in numerous moments of rush and rattle. I and my team won accolades from the state and the central body.  

The promising performance as the central executive board member catapulted the city to the international domain.  

My friends near and far supported our team in the ordeal of APPA PEDICON.  

As the Treasurer of 15th APPA, Hyderabad my selection to the central executive is to return the same old glory of PATS  

Upholding the principles of democracy, I stand before you seeking your valuable vote.  

Your gestures of solidarity ever remain the pillars of strength.  

Let’s reach by our voice  

Thanking you  

Yours,  

Dr Krishna Murthy S  

Executive Board member 2019  

Aspirant
DR SHISHER AGRAWAL
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (UTTAR PRADESH)

Chief Consultant Neonatologist & Pediatrician.
National Executive Board Member Indian Academy Of Pediatrics 2016-2017
National Executive Board Member NNF 2016-2017 Executive Board Member- UP IAP 2016
Trained At Harvard Medical School, Boston
National Trainer - Advanced NRP. National Trainer- Pediatric Emergencies. National Trainer- Pediatric Critical care.
National Instructor - NARCHI (Karnataka Medical Council)
National Faculty- National NEOCON 2015 & 2016
National Faculty- ASIA PEDICON 2015,2016,2017 National Trainer & Coordinator-SOS HOPE
National Trainer NEST and PICNIC
National Trainer Pediatric Nephrology
Ex Sr- Lady Hardinge Medical College , New Delhi Past- Sir Ganga Ram Hospital , New Delhi.
FICMCH- Narchi
General Secretary IMA 2013-2014 (Bahraich District )
General Secretary IAP - Bahraich 2014,2015,2016,2017
Vice Chairman- Madan Lal Rukmani Devi Charatable Trust.

Address: Mahesh Children’s Polyclinic & Maternity research Centre. District Hospital Road. Bahraich.
Pin- 271801 UP. India. +91 9453040122
Email- drshisher@gmail.com
DR AJAY SRIVASTAVA
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (UTTAR PRADESH)

MBBS (Hons), MD (PED) MIAP, MIMA, MNNF Executive Director Sumitra Hospital Raebareli After completing his MD in 1997 from KGMC, Lucknow, he joined Holy Family Hospital, New Delhi.

In 2004 he established a fully devoted Pediatric hospital in Raebareli with quality services at affordable price. Soon he managed to serve more than one thousand Pediatric indoor cases and about 250 neonatal admissions per year.

He was elected secretary and then president of Indian medical association (IMA) at a very young age.

Currently he is the president of Nursing Home Association,(NHA) Raebareli. He is also an executive member of IAP (Indian Academy of Paediatrics) UP state for past 4 years.

Apart from these, he is regional trainer for several CIAP and UNICEF projects like, IAPNRP FGM Project, SOS HOPE, TOUCH , Cradle to Crayon, COPP, EPID Program, Diarrhea program to name a few.

He has attended several national and international conferences and his area of interest is developmental and social pediatrics. His papers regarding short stature and poisoning were published in reputed paediatric journals.

He aims to serve IAP by involving remotest pediatricians in academic and social activities and strengthening mutual bond between them. Long live IAP.

DR RUCHIRA GUPTA
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (UTTAR PRADESH)

Dr Ruchira M Gupta did her MBBS AND MD in Pediatrics from Jawahar Lal Nehru Medical College, Ailgarh in 1995, Senior Residency from Safdarjung Hospital,Delhi. Then she worked as Junior specialist with Delhi Government for 8 months. Thereafter she joined Department of Pediatrics Kailash Hospital and Heart Institute, Noida as Consultant Pediatrics.

She has written chapter in book written by Satya Gupta and has some publications to her credit.

She has been faculty in various national and state IAP conferences.

Her certain achievements are as follows:-

CHIEF ORGANISING SECRETARY—2009 UP STATE PEDICON
SECRETARY IAP NOIDA—2008
PRESIDENT IAP NOIDA—2010-11
EXECUTIVE MEMBER CENTRAL IAP FROM UP—2014
MEMBER EDITORIAL BOARD IJPP -2014,2015
GENERAL SECRETARY UTTAR PRADESH STATE—2015,2016
CENTRAL ZONE COORDINATOR WOMEN’S WING OF IAP –2015 TILL DATE
EDITOR IN CHIEF CHILD TODAY (AN OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF UP IAP)—2016 TILL DATE
STATE ACADEMIC COORDINATOR NRP—2017
TRAINOR FOR IAP NRP PROGRAM,EPID,Safe injection practices,HOPE,ANTIBIOTIC STEWARDSHIP ETC.

DR D S RAWAT
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (UTTARAKHAND)

• Principal Consultant at State Govt. run Doon hospital & Medical College.
• Former Director General Health Service Govt. of Uttarakhand from 2017 (February to August)
• Member Uttarakhand Medical Service Selection Board from September to February 2018
• Presently Chairman, Medical Service Selection Board, Uttarakhand.
• EB Member CIAP 2016 & 2017
• State Trainer of IMNCI
• Past President IAP, Uttarakhand.
• Former-Member State AEFI Committee.
• State Supervisory Board PCPNDT 2000 to 2017.
• Clinical Practice more than 34 years.
• Render Service in remote Hill district of Uttarakhand for more than one and a half decade.
• Organiser many State IAP conference & State level workshops.
• BC Roy award by IMA Dehradun for Services in Govt. Sector to poor and needy.
• Conduct many Health campaign in remote area of Uttarakhand.
• No. of Health related TV Interview & press conference.

DR ARUN KUMAR MANGLIK
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (WEST BENGAL)

Dear WBAPians,

Greetings to you all.

I have been at the service of the common Pediatrician in my own small way for over last three decades. Presently with all your blessings I happen to be serving you from the alter of our Academy WBAP.

Needless to say that your fullest support has made the last eight-nine months as President of WBAP the best of experiences in life with plentiful of academics, Medico Legal issues being discussed at length and support provided wherever possible, low cost professional insurance cover for members and e-voting among so many achievements. Surely nothing could have been achieved without you all being solidly behind me.

We now need to carry WBAP forward to greater laurels more so at the National edifice. I am confident that you all will now wholeheartedly support my candidature for EB member from West Bengal.

Jai Hind.

DR ATANU BHADRA
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (WEST BENGAL)

I started my career in IAP as ordinary member of CIAP and COALFIELD br in 2006. COALFIELD BR is one of the oldest registered branches. In 2009 helped organise State conference in ASANSOL as asst secretary. My inspiration was the incomparable DR TAPAN GHOSH. His death was a loss to IAP. Subsequently became Secretary, President of IAP COALFIELD BR. STATE EB MEMBER for 2 sessions, I was elected unopposed to CIAP in 2014. In 2013 I played an active role in organising PEDICON in Kolkata. I was fortunate in having the opportunity to work with many CIAP stalwarts Dr VIJAY YEWALE, DR PRAMOD JOG, DR SANTOSH SOANS DR ANUPAM SACHDEVA and Dr BAKUL PAREKH, Dr Digant Shastri. Worked tirelessly as EAST ZONE co-ordinator of RATIONAL ANTIBIOTIC PROTOCOL.

I want to remain a grassroot soldier of IAP
DR DEBJANI GUPTA
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (WEST BENGAL)

DCH MRCP (UK)
Consultant Paediatrician at-
Narayana Multispeciality Hospital
Zenith Superspeciality Hospital
POSTS HELD-
WBAP EB Member 2017
Secretary NNF WB 2015 and 2016
Treasurer NNF WB 2013 and 2014
Zonal Coordinator (east zone) IAP ALS 2011 and 2012

I have been actively involved in the academic activities of the state and east zone the last 18 yrs.

Having become the IAP ALS instructor from 2005 I have participated as faculty in numerous BLS and ALS courses. I have been the course director and organiser during my tenure as Zonal Coordinator. I have been the faculty at the first international IAP ALS COURSE at Dhaka in 2018.

I have been a part of the organising committee as also a faculty at the two National Pedicon held in Kolkata (2005 and 2013)

During my tenure as treasurer and then secretary NNF WB I have been the organising secretary of the state neocon and also the convener of the prestigious divisional rounds of nursing and pg quiz of NNF WB. I have also chaired sessions and been faculty at National Neocon.

Added to it is my organisational and administrative skills gathered over the years which I Promise to deliver most efficiently to the academic platform.

DR INDRANIL CHOWDHURY
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (WEST BENGAL)

A Don bosco ian stepped into NRS medical college and passed out in 1993 to join the Army Medical Corps in 1995. Privileged to fight the Kargil war in 1999. Joined institute of child health in 2002 to do DCH and became a member of IAP in 2007. Organised various conferences and CME as secretary Hooghly Academy of pediatrics. Edited the journal Topical Pediatrics which is in its fourth year. Organising secretary of state Pedicon 2010 and forthcoming state Pedicon 2019. Presently serving as JT Secretary Wbap, and Secretary IAP Medico-legal Chapter WB. Play Chaturangi of pandit Debasis Bhattacharya gharana.

Love to work for the academy untill every child smiles.
DR KHEYA UTTAM GHOSH
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER (WEST BENGAL)

NICU Incharge, Institute of Child Health, Kolkata

With my longstanding active participation in various organizational, academic and administrative activities in the state and national level I would like to carry forward as CIAP EB Member and strengthen the bridge between CIAP and West Bengal IAP.

Secretary : WBAP, 2016-17
Treasurer : IAP Infectious Disease Chapter 2018-19
Zonal Coordinator : Advanced NRP
Org Secretary : East Zone PEDICON 2016

Conference Coordinator : Golden Jubilee PEDICON 2013
Award : Indian Giani Award by AAP
  Purbanchal Pioneer Award East Zone Academy of Pedaitrics
  Bhaskarmoni Kalpana Award of IAP, West Bengal Branch (Award Paper)
National trainer : Advanced Neonatal Resuscitation Program (Adv. NRP)
  Facility Based Newborn Care (FBNC)
  Comprehensive Pediatric Infectious Disease course (CPIDC)
  All About Fever
  How do I investigate
  Practical Vaccinology
Publication : Published and Edited various National Journals and Books
Research Activity : Conducted many clinical studies

My endeavor will always be to uphold the interest of members of West Bengal Academy of Pediatrics in Central IAP to get their due representation and rights.

Long live WBAP
Long live CIAP
ORGANISED CHARITY and FAMILY SECURITY - the twin goals achieved by joining FAMILY BENEFIT SOCIETY of IAP

DR. DHANANJAY SHAH, Chairman – Family Benefit Society of IAP

We all do some charity in our lives, although this is in a haphazard manner and by this kindness approach, we donate funds to some needy persons – when it appeals to our emotions or when we are approached by any distressed person or a charity organisation. CHARITY is one aspect of life, which gives us an immense, inner satisfaction to our souls. LESSON ONE.

We, as professionals, also realise that our lives are unpredictable in terms of health and life-span. Life-threatening diseases and accidents can take our toll any day. Hence, we adopt LIFE INSURANCE POLICIES from various agencies – in order to ensure that our family dependents do not suffer financially because of such unexpected disasters. Therefore, LIFE INSURANCE also is one more aspect of our spending funds during our lives. LESSON TWO.

How about implementing these TWO LESSONS in an organised manner, as an enlightened and vibrant IAP Life member. Let’s join Family Benefit Society of IAP and achieve the under-mentioned TWIN GOALS.

GOAL ONE: ORGANISED CHARITY towards our professional colleagues.

Family Benefit Society acts in a very responsible manner in this area of ORGANISED CHARITY. Let’s have a look at how the Society functions.

On the event of the death of any FBS registered member, young or old, the Society releases, after adequate document verification, a prompt cheque payment (that is in excess of SEVEN LAKHS today) to his / her registered nominees in the allocated proportions as desired by the FBS Member (allowable nominees for any FBS member are a maximum of three family members and these nominees can be changed at a later date by the same Member)

Effectively, every Society member regularly performs an ORGANISED CHARITY directed towards all the unfortunate COLLEAGUE MEMBERS who expired and forever left the Society, as also their bereaved families. Every Society member thereby gets an INNER SATISFACTION that he contributed some of his hard-earned money for the support and succour of his / her own professional colleagues, who faced an untimely demise.

GOAL TWO: SECURING FINANCIAL SUPPORT for your beloved ones.

Family Benefit Society is the standalone welfare wing of “Indian Academy of Pediatrics “, that has a singular objective: GIVE SUBSTANTIAL FINANCIAL HELP to the family members of only FBS IAP registered members, on the sad occasion of death of that IAP Life member – so that the family dependents do not have to bear any monetary distress, just because the Head of the Family is no more. Becoming a proud member of Family Benefit Society helps this goal achieved and also ensured for his own family, subject to the condition that his / her FBS Membership has to remain valid and live for a span of 25 years during his existence, by regular discharge of his/her FC Bill payment obligations. Death from any origin is okay with the Society policies – be it natural, accidental or even suicidal.

FACT FILE: Today, there are 2175 odd FBS IAP members - who form an elite mutual -help group, which
supports these TWIN OBJECTIVES of FBS. Today, the financial support receivable by the families of any deceased FBS member is a decent amount of SEVEN and HALF LAKH RUPEES, a figure that will swell gradually, along with the growth in the membership strength of FBS.

Let’s understand the “ BASICS OF BENEFITING “ from the FBS-IAP membership opportunity : The TEN STEPS of the FBS LADDER are :

1. The eligibility for enrolment as a FBS Member begins with the LIFE MEMBERSHIP STATUS of IAP. Only IAP LIFE members and ASSOCIATE LIFE MEMBERS can avail the huge benefits offered by FBS.

2. The eligible AGE-RANGE for becoming a FBS MEMBER is 25 years to 60 years. Therefore, the eligibility period is between the 25th birthday and ends at the 60th birthday. Senior Citizens have no chance.

3. The TOTAL ADMISSION FEES for enrolment in Family Benefit Society VARIATES with the age at which the IAP LIFE MEMBER desires to join the Society. Currently it ranges between Rs. 9000 to Rs. 46000. This is so because the main component of the Admission Fees, which is the ONE-TIME JOINING FEES, increases stepwise for every 5-year age category. The best age to join FBS is AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE, the moment you understand the unique FBS CONCEPT. Those joining late, in the 55-60 age group have to pay highest fees purely because of their limited outstanding life span and the health risks involved at that age.

4. The obligation to perform ORGANISED CHARITY ( which means the payment of annual FC Bills – lasts for a span of 25 years, which means all FBS members will pay a total of 25 Fraternity Contribution Bills, ( following their membership acceptance ) every year in the last quarter of the calendar year – BEFORE he eventually retires and thereafter enjoys all the financial benefits of the Society, free of all costs and worries.

5. Let’s understand how the FC BILL is generated every year for all the alive members of the Society. For every death that occurred in the previous 12 months, the amount payable, via the FC Bill, is Rs. 450. Additionally, every year a token Annual Administration Fee is levied in the FC Bill. In case of, say, FOUR DEATHS in the last 12 months, the bill will be 450 multiplied by 4 = Rs. 1800. The addition of Rs. 500 as the Annual Administrative charge makes a total of Rs. 2300. If the bill is not timely paid before DUE DATE (December 31 of the billing year, a LATE FEE of Rs. 1000 is also levied from the consequent year. Thereafter, the non-compliant member becomes liable to Suspension initially and thereafter, Membership Termination, if the non-compliance is extended even beyond one year of the Billing Date.

6. Every year, all members willing to remain VALID MEMBERS, have to promptly and regularly pay all annual FC Bills for the ensuing 25 years. To cite an example, so far, in the last SIX F.C.BILLS since inception of FBS, the payable amount has been reasonable and usually below Rs. 3000 (Three thousand) . However, as the Society grows in membership numbers – the FC Bill can go higher with time, depending upon the ANNUAL DEATH RATE.

7. Actually the FC BILL amount is the ORGANISED CHARITY AMOUNT that you shell out, every year, for a noble and mutually agreeable cause.

8. Finally, FBS MEMBERSHIP BENEFIT is very much like a LIFE INSURANCE POLICY, because it gives your family a monetary guarantee, following your demise. However, there are some distinctive
advantages of this scheme, compared to LIC, like: A....... There is no need for a MEDICAL CHECK-UP, which is otherwise mandatory in LIC POLICIES. B........ The ANNUAL PREMIUM payable in the form of FC Bill is far less (actually less than 20% compared to LIC Policies of similar SUM ASSURED MONEY. C........ The LIFE INSURANCE COVER in FBS is available to the doctor till his last breath, which is only till the END OF THE POLICY TERM, in case of most of the conventional LIC policies. LIC policies usually expire after the age of 75-80 years of life and there is no guarantee to your family in the age –group of Super Senior Citizens.

9. How to avail FBS MEMBERSHIP should be next question. Visit our website, for more details: www.fbsiap.org OR call the FBS OFFICE at Hyderabad on 040-23332666 and mobile number: 08978311651. Call FBS CHAIRMAN: 09898003607 or the HON. SECRETARY: 09849032421

10. The updated FBS CONSTITUTION is being rolled out in a couple of months, which shall be binding to all the existing and fresh members. This Constitution has to be well comprehended by every aspiring FBS member, before joining FAMILYBENEFIT SOCIETY – AN ELITE AND PROFESSIONALLY MANAGED ORGANISATION.

JOIN IAP to JOIN FBS. Benefit from both.
1. **PERSONAL DETAILS:**

Name of the Applicant: ____________________________________________

(Surname) (First Name) (Middle Name)

Date of Birth: __________________________ Sex: Male / Female

Complete Postal Address for Communications: ___________________________

City ______________________ (Postal Pin) ______________________ State: __________ Nationality

Registered Mobile No: ______________________ /Alternate Mobile: ______________________

Registered Email: ______________________ /Alternate Email: ______________________

2. **IAP BRANCH:**

IAP State Branch ______________________ /IAP Dist./City/Local Branch ______________________

3. **QUALIFICATION:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical / Pediatric Qualification</th>
<th>Name of the University</th>
<th>Qualifying Year</th>
<th>Registration with State Medical Council or Medical Council of India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **OTHER DETAILS:**

IAP membership no. and name of the Proposer: ______________________

Signature

IAP membership no. and Name of the Seconder: ______________________

Signature
Place: ____________________________________________________________

Date: _______________________________________________________________________

(Signature of the Applicant) (Use black ink pen)

Please provide following information for IAP Photo Identity Card. Please attach a stamp size photograph (3x2.5 cms) with this application.

Doctor’s Name & Cell No __________________________ Blood Group __________________________

Allergies __________________________ Emergency Medications __________________________

MEMBERSHIP PRIVILEGES

The Society provides –

· Facilities to Students, Scholars and Institutions for the study of or Research in Pediatrics in any of its aspects by way of scholarships, fellowships, grants, endowments, etc.
· Either through itself or in cooperation with other bodies or persons fellowships, prizes, certificates, diplomas of proficiency in the science of Pediatrics and conduct such tests, examinations or other scrutiny as may be prescribed from time to time.
· Free of cost or at subsidized cost its official journals, books, periodicals or publications on pediatrics and allied subjects which the society thinks is desirable for the promotion of its objects.
· Opportunity to its member to participate in Conferences, Lectures, Meetings, Seminars, Symposia, Workshops, Continuing Medical Education Programs, etc.
· Opportunity to become members of its Branches / Subspecialty Chapters / Groups / Cells / Committees.

Affiliations / Collaboration –

The Society is affiliated to:

(i) International Pediatric Association (IPA)
(ii) International Society of Tropical Pediatrics (ISTP)
(iii) American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP)
(iv) Asian Pacific Pediatric Association (APPA)
(v) Asian Society for Pediatric Infectious Disease (ASPID)
(vi) South Asia Pediatric Association (SAPA)
(vii) Royal College of Pediatrics and Child Health (RCPCH)

Categories of Membership –

(1) Life Member

   Life Membership is granted to any person who is a residential Indian citizen possessing MBBS or equivalent degree in Modern Medicine recognized by Medical Council of India (MCI) and is holding
a diploma/degree in pediatrics (such as MD Ped., DNB Ped., DCH) recognized by Medical Council of India (MCI) or any equivalent Nation Statutory Body formed by Government of India.

(2) **Associate Life Member**

Associate Life Membership is granted to any person possessing MBBS or equivalent degree recognized by Medical Council of India (MCI) or any equivalent National Statutory Body formed by Government of India.

**How to Apply for Membership –**

Application should be made in the prescribed form. Along with the application for membership of IAP, photo copies of the following documents should be submitted -

- Photo copies of the M.B.B.S. & Post Graduation Certificates as (as per degrees listed in your application).
- Photo copies of the degrees registration certificates with **State Medical Council OR Medical Council of India** (as the case may be).
- ID Proof with Photo : Aadhar Card / Passport / Voter ID / PAN Card

**Membership Fee –**

The Membership Fee Structure is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of Membership</th>
<th>Admission Fee</th>
<th>Membership Fee</th>
<th>Total Amount Payable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>Rs.500/-</td>
<td>Rs.9500/-</td>
<td>Rs.10,000/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Life</td>
<td>Rs.500/-</td>
<td>Rs.9500/-</td>
<td>Rs.10,000/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Membership Fee should be paid by a crossed bank draft / at par cheque drawn in favor of **“INDIAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS”** payable at Mumbai OR **NEFT**. The Bank details: Bank of Baroda, Branch-Juinagar, Navi Mumbai, IFSC Code: BARB0JUINAG (Fifth character is Zero) Current A/c No.42080200000253.